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中 文 摘 要 ： 本研究論文旨在通過使用易於製造的染料敏化太陽能電池作為合適
的量測平台來評估空氣穩定的電化學耐用鈣鈦礦材料。在第三章通
過使用於透明層的商用Ti-Nanooxide塗料並且優化光散色層的二氧
化鈦塗料，來建立一個穩定、可靠、低成本且易於製造的染料敏化
太陽能電池。在不使用高溫高壓設備合成二氧化鈦奈米和微米顆粒
的情況下，通過添加重量比為50 %的二氧化鈦固體製備均勻可靠的
光散射二氧化鈦塗料，該塗料由Ti-Nanoxide/ST-41（重量比為
2/1）和聚乙二醇（PEG，相對於ST-41的重量比為25%）溶於第三丁
醇/去離子水（體積比為9/1）的混合溶劑中。獲得高達8.47%的電池
性能並具有良好的重現性和可靠性，可用於進一步研究鈣鈦礦電極
的電催化性能。
在第四章中通過使用100%的甲脒作為 A 位分子，摻雜10%的碘化鍺
（II）於B位元素穩定劑並添加四烷基鹵化銨作為表面鈍化劑，成功
製造出結構為發泡鎳基板/二氧化鈦/甲脒碘化鉛鍺
(NF/TiO2/FA(Pb1-xGex)I3)的空氣穩定和電化學耐用的鈣鈦礦電極
。所有被不同四烷基鹵化銨鈍化的FA(Pb1-xGex)I3鈣鈦礦薄膜均表
現出良好的α-FAPbI3結晶並保持良好的熱力學穩定性，在空氣中至
少四個月沒有任何晶體分解或衰變。當表面鈍化劑的四烷基銨陽離
子中烷基取代基的長度從乙基(C2)逐漸延長至十二烷基(C12)時，我
們發現四正己基銨(THA)碘化物可提供最佳的電池性能。在FA(Pb1-
xGex)I3表面添加溴化物(THA-Br)可形成少量FAPbBr3作為額外的活
性位點來增益I–/I3–的氧化還原反應，然而當表面添加氯化物
(THA-Cl)時，THA-Cl的團聚使得表面鈍化效果低下以及覆蓋了電活
性位點，導致FA(Pb1-xGex)I3的電催化能力下降。最佳的
NF/TiO2/FA(Pb1-xGex)I3/THA-Br0.5I0.5電極對多種氧化還原介質
(I–/I3–, CoII/III-phen和CuI/II-dmp)均表現出良好的電化學耐
用性和電催化能力。優化後的NF/TiO2/FA(Pb1-xGex)I3/ THA-
Br0.5I0.5對電極可使其染料敏化太陽能電池在I–/I3–系統中達到
8.50% (1個太陽光)，而在1 klux (飛利浦 T5 燈)下可達到22%，且
均具有良好的重現性，相較於傳統的白金對電極(9.78%)，可達其效
能的87%，顯示出空氣穩定之鈣鈦礦電極在各種電化學系統中具有無
限的應用潛力。

中文關鍵詞： 空氣穩定鈣鈦礦、對電極、染料敏化太陽能電池、電催化劑、非白
金

英 文 摘 要 ： In this thesis, we aimed to synthesize air-stable the
electrochemically durable perovskite material via using the
easily fabricated dye-sensitized solar cells as an
appropriate evaluation platform. In Chapter 3, a steady,
reliable, low-cost, and easily conducted fabrication
platform for dye-sensitized solar cells was estabilished by
using the commercial Ti-Nanoxide paste for transparent
layer and the optimal TiO2 paste for light-scattering
layer. Without synthesizing TiO2 nanoparticles and
microparticles via using high temperature and pressure
equipments, the uniform and reliable light-scattering TiO2
paste was prepared by adding 50 wt% of TiO2 solid, which



was composted of Ti-Nanoxide/ST–41 (2/1 by weight), and
poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG, 25 wt% with respect to the
weight of ST–41) in a mixing solvent of tert-butyl
alcohol/de-ionic water (9/1 by volume). Decent cell
efficiency up to 8.47% was achieved, and the perovskite
electrode exhibited good reproducibility and reliability
for further studies of electro-catalytic properties.
In Chapter 4, air-stable and electrochemical durable
perovskite electrode of NF/TiO2/ FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 were
successfully obtained by using 100% of formamidinium as the
A-site molecule, doping 10% of germanium(II) iodide as the
B-stie stabilizer, and adding tetra-alkyl-ammonium halides
as the surface passivators. All the FA(Pb1-xGex)I3
perovskite films passivated by different tetra-
alkylammonium halides exhibted good α–FAPbI3 crystalline
phase, and maintained good thermodynamic stability without
any crystal decomposition or decay in air for at least 4
months. Among tetra-alkylammonium surface passivators of
different alkyl chain length (from ethyl (C2) to docyl
(C12)), the tetra-n-hexylammonium (THA) iodide was found to
provide the optimal cell performance. The bromide
passivated on the FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 surface resulted in the
formation of minor FAPbBr3 as extra electro-active sites
for triggering I–/I3– redox reaction, while the chloride
passivated on the FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 surface caused the
decrease in electro-catalytic ability of FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 due
to the self-aggregation of THA-Cl, inefficient surface
passivation, and the blockade of the electro-active sites.
The optimal NF/TiO2/FA(Pb1-xGex)I3/ THA-Br0.5I0.5 electrode
exhibited good electrochemical durability and electro-
catalytic ability toward multiple redox mediators
(I–/I3–, CoII/III-phen, and CuI/II-dmp). The DSSC with
the optimal NF/TiO2/ FA(Pb1-xGex)I3/THA-Br0.5I0.5 counter
electrode reached 8.50% at 1 sun and 22% at 1 klux (Philips
T5 lamp) in I–/I3– with good reproducibility; this cell
effiency was 87% to that of the Pt-based DSSC (9.78%),
showing a promising potential for the applications in
various electrochmical systems.

英文關鍵詞： Air-stable perovskite, Counter electrodes, Dye-sensitized
solar cells, Electro-catalyst,
Pt-free
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摘要 

I 

摘要 

本研究論文旨在通過使用易於製造的染料敏化太陽能電池作為合適的量測平台來評估空

氣穩定的電化學耐用鈣鈦礦材料。在第三章通過使用於透明層的商用 Ti-Nanooxide 塗料並且

優化光散色層的二氧化鈦塗料，來建立一個穩定、可靠、低成本且易於製造的染料敏化太陽

能電池。在不使用高溫高壓設備合成二氧化鈦奈米和微米顆粒的情況下，通過添加重量比為

50 %的二氧化鈦固體製備均勻可靠的光散射二氧化鈦塗料，該塗料由 Ti-Nanoxide/ST-41（重

量比為 2/1）和聚乙二醇（PEG，相對於 ST-41 的重量比為 25%）溶於第三丁醇/去離子水（體

積比為 9/1）的混合溶劑中。獲得高達 8.47%的電池性能並具有良好的重現性和可靠性，可用

於進一步研究鈣鈦礦電極的電催化性能。 

在第四章中通過使用 100%的甲脒作為 A 位分子，摻雜 10%的碘化鍺（II）於 B位元素

穩定劑並添加四烷基鹵化銨作為表面鈍化劑，成功製造出結構為發泡鎳基板/二氧化鈦/甲脒碘

化鉛鍺(NF/TiO2/FA(Pb1-xGex)I3)的空氣穩定和電化學耐用的鈣鈦礦電極。所有被不同四烷基鹵

化銨鈍化的 FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 鈣鈦礦薄膜均表現出良好的 α-FAPbI3 結晶並保持良好的熱力學穩

定性，在空氣中至少四個月沒有任何晶體分解或衰變。當表面鈍化劑的四烷基銨陽離子中烷

基取代基的長度從乙基(C2)逐漸延長至十二烷基(C12)時，我們發現四正己基銨(THA)碘化物

可提供最佳的電池性能。在 FA(Pb1-xGex)I3表面添加溴化物(THA-Br)可形成少量 FAPbBr3作為

額外的活性位點來增益 I
–
/I3

–的氧化還原反應，然而當表面添加氯化物(THA-Cl)時，THA-Cl

的團聚使得表面鈍化效果低下以及覆蓋了電活性位點，導致 FA(Pb1-xGex)I3的電催化能力下降。

最佳的 NF/TiO2/FA(Pb1-xGex)I3/THA-Br0.5I0.5 電極對多種氧化還原介質(I
–
/I3

–
, Co

II/III
-phen 和

Cu
I/II

-dmp)均表現出良好的電化學耐用性和電催化能力。優化後的 NF/TiO2/FA(Pb1-xGex)I3/ 

THA-Br0.5I0.5對電極可使其染料敏化太陽能電池在 I
–
/I3

–系統中達到 8.50% (1個太陽光)，而在

1 klux (飛利浦 T5 燈)下可達到 22%，且均具有良好的重現性，相較於傳統的白金對電極

(9.78%)，可達其效能的 87%，顯示出空氣穩定之鈣鈦礦電極在各種電化學系統中具有無限的

應用潛力。 

 

 

關鍵字：空氣穩定鈣鈦礦、對電極、染料敏化太陽能電池、電催化劑、非白金 



Abstract 

II 

Abstract 

In this thesis, we aimed to synthesize air-stable the electrochemically durable perovskite 

material via using the easily fabricated dye-sensitized solar cells as an appropriate evaluation 

platform. In Chapter 3, a steady, reliable, low-cost, and easily conducted fabrication platform for 

dye-sensitized solar cells was estabilished by using the commercial Ti-Nanoxide paste for 

transparent layer and the optimal TiO2 paste for light-scattering layer. Without synthesizing TiO2 

nanoparticles and microparticles via using high temperature and pressure equipments, the uniform 

and reliable light-scattering TiO2 paste was prepared by adding 50 wt% of TiO2 solid, which was 

composted of Ti-Nanoxide/ST–41 (2/1 by weight), and poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG, 25 wt% with 

respect to the weight of ST–41) in a mixing solvent of tert-butyl alcohol/de-ionic water (9/1 by 

volume). Decent cell efficiency up to 8.47% was achieved, and the perovskite electrode exhibited 

good reproducibility and reliability for further studies of electro-catalytic properties.  

In Chapter 4, air-stable and electrochemical durable perovskite electrode of NF/TiO2/ 

FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 were successfully obtained by using 100% of formamidinium as the A-site molecule, 

doping 10% of germanium(II) iodide as the B-stie stabilizer, and adding tetra-alkyl-ammonium 

halides as the surface passivators. All the FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 perovskite films passivated by different 

tetra-alkylammonium halides exhibted good α–FAPbI3 crystalline phase, and maintained good 

thermodynamic stability without any crystal decomposition or decay in air for at least 4 months. 

Among tetra-alkylammonium surface passivators of different alkyl chain length (from ethyl (C2) to 

docyl (C12)), the tetra-n-hexylammonium (THA) iodide was found to provide the optimal cell 

performance. The bromide passivated on the FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 surface resulted in the formation of 

minor FAPbBr3 as extra electro-active sites for triggering I
–
/I3

–
 redox reaction, while the chloride 

passivated on the FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 surface caused the decrease in electro-catalytic ability of 

FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 due to the self-aggregation of THA-Cl, inefficient surface passivation, and the 

blockade of the electro-active sites. The optimal NF/TiO2/FA(Pb1-xGex)I3/ THA-Br0.5I0.5 electrode 

exhibited good electrochemical durability and electro-catalytic ability toward multiple redox 

mediators (I
–
/I3

–
, Co

II/III
-phen, and Cu

I/II
-dmp). The DSSC with the optimal NF/TiO2/ 

FA(Pb1-xGex)I3/THA-Br0.5I0.5 counter electrode reached 8.50% at 1 sun and 22% at 1 klux (Philips 

T5 lamp) in I
–
/I3

–
 with good reproducibility; this cell effiency was 87% to that of the Pt-based 

DSSC (9.78%), showing a promising potential for the applications in various electrochmical 

systems. 

 

Keywords: Air-stable perovskite, Counter electrodes, Dye-sensitized solar cells, Electro-catalyst,  

Pt-free 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

1-1 Sustainable Solar Energy 

The need of the fossil energy has been increased since the industrial revolution in 18th 

century. The development of economy and technique were boosted by the fossil energy; however, 

the increased consumption of the fossil energy had caused environmental issues such as sea-level 

rise and greenhouse effect. Due to the continuous demand of the energy, the engineers and scientists 

had researched and developed some inexpensive, renewable, clean, high power-conversion 

efficiency energy such as biomass energy, tide energy, wind energy, water energy and solar energy 

to supply some part of the demand of power used in our life and industry. Among the 

above-mentioned alternative energy, solar energy had been valued as one of the most important 

sources of renewable energy because solar energy won’t be affected by the region and space. In 

another word, people could use the solar energy all around the world; the environment also 

wouldn’t be destroyed and affected the lives of animals and plants when using the solar energy. 

Moreover, there was no need to consume any non-renewable resource while using the solar energy. 

Based on these reasons, the topic of this thesis was focus on the solar energy
[1]

. 

 

1-2 Solar cells 

A solar cell is a device that can transform the light photons to form the current and voltage 

which can drive the current flowing through the electric devices. In 1839 year, Edmund Becquerel 

discovered the photovoltaic phenomenon, which the light reacted with the electrode immersed in 

the electrolyte. The similar phenomenon was also discovered in the experiment about solid 

selenium after several decades later, and Se-based thin-film solar cell was also fabricated. However, 

the efficiency was less than 1% that was difficult for the commercial purpose
[2]

. In 1954, the 

researchers at the Bell Laboratories increased the efficiency that had the potential to be produced as 

the commercial product. The efficiency was increased from less than 1% to 6% that gave the human 

the confidence to use the solar energy to replace the fossil energy at that time. After this 

breakthrough, researchers have put considerable effort into boosting the efficiency, improving the 

long-term stability and lowering the cost of fabrication of the solar cells. Generally, solar cells can 

be divided into five different types: silicon solar cells, organic compound solar cells, inorganic solar 
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cells, dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) and perovskite solar cells.  

The following chapters will give a detailed explanation and introduction to 5 different forms 

of solar cells.
[3-7]

. Until now, the silicon-based solar cells have still been the major commercial solar 

cells because of the stability in air, mature productive technique and high efficiency. However, the 

disadvantages of heavy device and high cost limit the application of silicon solar cells in our lives. 

The inorganic solar cells solve the problems of silicon solar cells, which have the property of the 

opportunity of large-scale production and low-cost. Recently, there has been awareness of some 

possible advantages of nanocrystalline and organic compound devices, such as low-cost, easy for 

fabrication, avoid high-vacuum processes and making flexible device
[8, 9]

. The efficiency of the 

organic solar cells could be hopefully improved by as lowering the limiting charge transfer 

processes as possible
[10]

. Recent developments of solar cells included not only the silicon and 

inorganic compound solar cells but also dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) and perovskite solar 

cells because the organic molecules of dye and polymer could be designed in many ways and 

perovskite materials could lower the cost, which was a new type of solar cell worthy of in-depth 

study. The development of any types of solar cells is shown below in Figure 1-1
[8, 11]

, and the five 

different types of solar cells will be introduced in the later sections. 

 

 

Figure 1-1 Historical progresses of cell efficiencies of various solar cells reported by National 

Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) at the Department of Energy, USA 

(http://www.nrel.gov/ncpv/). 

 

 

http://www.nrel.gov/ncpv/
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Silicon solar cells (1
st
 generation) 

If the light-absorption layer is silicon-based materials, this type of solar cell is called the 

silicon solar cell, in the other word, the first-generation solar cell. It has gone through more than 60 

years from discover the photovoltaic phenomenon to enhance the efficiency of the solar cell more 

than 25%. Since the photovoltaic phenomenon was discovered in 1839 year, the knowledge of 

semiconductor has been excavated year by year. The structure of the silicon solar cell is shown in 

Figure 1-2
[12]

. In general, there are two principal methods for producing solar-grade silicon; namely 

metallurgical and chemical. The chemical methods are preferred because they lead to the production 

of much higher purity solar-grade silicon. In metallurgical method (Figure 1-3), refining process 

needs several steps to meet the purity requirements for solar-grade silicon. The techniques include 

slagging
[13, 14]

, gas blowing
[3]

, evacuation, formation of volatile species and oxidation of impurities, 

zone refining, electron beam melting
[15]

, acid leaching
[16]

, plasma
[17]

, alloying and solvent refining, 

crystallization and directional solidification
[8]

. In the chemical approach, the production of 

solar-grade silicon occurs through reduction and pyrolysis of volatile silicon compounds produced 

from metallurgical-grade silicon such as SiHCl3, SiH4 and SiCl4. Siemens
TM

 batch-wise process is 

the most commonly used chemical process. It can contribute about 90% of high purity silicon 

production. After making the purified silicon, the III or V elements, such as bromide as phosphide, 

are diffused into the silicon crystalline under high temperature, and then the glass containing silicon 

phosphide, which has no sensitivity to the sunlight, is washed by the hydrofluoric acid. The plasma 

is used to form silicon nitride that can disturb the reflection of the sunlight, and the high conductive 

material is printed on the silicon solar cell to transmit the electrons out to the circuit. 

 

 

 

Figure 1-2 Schematic configuration of silicon-based solar cell
[12]

. 
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Figure 1-3 Schematic diagram of the metallurgical process. 

 

Silicon solar cell can be divided into three types of solar cells, which are single crystalline, 

polycrystalline, and amorphous silicon solar cell, by the different processes of manufacture
[18]

. The 

single crystalline silicon solar cell has the highest efficiency due to its high purity of silicon material 

and one-direction crystalline, but the price is also the highest; in addition, its appearance, which is 

limited to the wafer-like round shape, can cause the waste of the available land. The polycrystalline 

solar cell can be cut into desirable size that the usable ground won’t be waste, but this type of solar 

cell has the lower efficiency compared to the single crystalline silicon solar cell
[19]

. In 1980, the 

efficiency of conversion in 100 cm
2
 cells was of the order of 8%. In 1985, the efficiency had risen 

to 13% in laboratory cells (2 cm
2
). These two types of solar cells are usually used to cover the roof 

or window to transform the sunlight to the electricity because of their heavy weight and high 

efficiency. The amorphous silicon solar cell has the lowest efficiency and poorest long-term stability 

among these three types of solar cells, but its best advantage is that the module of this kind of solar 

cell can be bended, and the silicon raw material can be deposited on the flexible substrates. The 

application of the amorphous silicon solar cell is the widest due to its flexibility that can be applied 

to some electronic products such as calculators and cell phones
[20]

. 

 

Heterojunction solar cells (2
nd

 generation) 

Inorganic compound solar cells were also called the second generation solar cells, and the most 

remarkable advantage of the inorganic solar cells was the much less demand of the material and 

thinner thickness compared to the silicon solar cells
[21]

. The raw materials needed for manufacturing 

the silicon solar cells thin film solar cells were 90% more than manufacturing the inorganic 

compound. It meant that making an inorganic compound solar cell will cheaper than silicon solar 

cells, and it also not be affected by the price of the raw materials seriously. The other advantage of 

the inorganic compound solar cells was that the manufacturing process for the inorganic compound 

solar cells was usually the layer-by-layer deposition method under the vacuum condition. Unlike the 

silicon solar cells which were usually made from wafers, inorganic compound solar cells could 

deposit on chosen substrates, which meant it had the potential to make wearable devices and more 

applications due to the thin thickness and flexibility from the above-mentioned properties. 

Moreover, the manufacturing process was also suitable for the roll-to-roll process that could be 

fabricated in large-scale production.  
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“First Solar” was the most famous factory for manufacturing CdTe solar cells. CdTe solar cells 

were the solar cells which the absorbing sunlight layer was composed by cadmium and tellurium 

elements. This kind of solar cell had some advantages such as the high theoretical efficiency (28% ), 

simple production, good long-term stability, and low-cost, so CdTe solar cell
[22, 23]

 was the most 

rapidly developed inorganic compound solar cell among the second generation solar cells. In 

addition, the efficiency of commercial battery modules was 16.1% from the report. The illustration 

of CdTe solar cells was shown in Figure 1-4
[24]

. Nevertheless, cadmium was the toxic heavy metal 

that the safety for the environment had been largely questioned since this kind of solar cell was 

invented. 

 

Figure 1-4 Schematic configuration of CdTe solar cells
[24]

. 

 

CIS and CIGS are the similar structural solar cells. The absorbing sunlight layer of CIS solar 

cell is composed by selenium, gallium, indium, and copper, was abbreviated as CIGS solar cell
[25]

. 

Approximately, the absorbing layer composed by selenium, gallium, indium, and copper was 

deposited on the substrate, which had been sputtered by molybdenum, under the vacuum condition, 

and then the buffer layer was deposited on the CIGS layer. Finally, the conductive line is loaded. 

The illustration of the CIGS solar cell is shown in Figure 1-5
[24]

. CIGS solar cells had some 

advantages such as good stability, superior efficiency, and large-scale production
[26]

. However, this 

sort of solar cells needed gallium and indium, which were the rare elements on the earth, as one part 
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of the materials of the environment. These encountered reasons slowed down the application of 

CIGS solar cells in our lives, but there were also more opportunities for researchers to develop the 

higher efficiency and more stable CIGS solar cells for the commercial purpose. Despite the widely 

development of the CdTe and CIGS solar cells, scientists have found that the material combined 

with the elements containing the III、V groups could absorb the broader wavelength of the sunlight. 

Based on this theory, GaAs solar cell, which the efficiency was comparable to the silicon solar cell, 

was investigated. Its theoretical efficiency can even reach 50%. The benefits of GaAs solar cell 

were high conversion efficiency, could be made into ultra-thin batteries, high temperature resistance, 

good radiation resistance and could be made into a more efficient multi-junction laminated solar 

cell. However, both of gallium and arsenic elements are toxic to the human body, so this kind of 

solar cell needed to caution while using. 

 

 

Figure 1-5 Schematic configuration of CIGS solar cells
[24]

. 

 

 

Organic/hybrid solar cells 

Although the broad application and high efficiency of the inorganic compound thin film solar 

cells and silicon solar cells has been investigated and developed into many kinds of commercial 

products, the high cost of the fabrication and needed rare materials also limit their large-scale 

production for the commercial purpose. In order to develop the solar cells with the lower price for 

the manufacture and materials, the organic-based solar cells, such as polymer solar cell and 

dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC) has been investigated widely; especially for DSSC, did not 

required extremely high environmental requirements such as clean room when fabricating this kind 

of solar cell, and the materials used for organic solar cells could be deposited on the flexible 

substrates by applying the roll-to-roll production
[27]

. 
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According to the literature, the embryo model of the polymer solar cell was shown in Figure 

1-6
[28]

. There was a layer composed of a conductive polymer with a specific energy band gap, 

which acted as a light-excited layer to drive the flow of electrons. According to the difference of the 

donor and acceptor interface structures of polymer solar cells, the types of polymer solar cells could 

be roughly divided into double-layer heterojunction and bulk heterojunction. Due to the low 

efficiency of the electrons transferred out from the dissociation of the light-excitation in the system 

of bilayer-heterojunction, the efficiency of this kind of solar cell was difficult to be improved. 

Based on this reason, polymer solar cells with the type of bulk-heterojunction have been studied 

more widely
[29, 30]

. The intrinsic degradation problem such as light (or UV), high temperature, metal 

electrode, interaction between layers may cause active layer oxidation or layer interface 

deterioration, and the problem would be solved by internal structure design and material 

improvement. The extrinsic degradation problem was intrusion of moisture or oxygen and could be 

solved by packaging technology. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1-6 The embryo model and related energy band gap of a polymer solar cell. 
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A DSSC are generally based on a sandwich-like construction of photoanode/electrolyte/counter 

electrode
[31]

, as shown in Figure 1-7. A photoanode is composed of a conductive substrate, a 

mesoporous metal oxide semiconductor film adsorbed with a photo-sensitized dye. A conductive 

substrate generally include highly transparent fluorine-doped tin oxide glass (FTO), indium-doped 

tin oxide (ITO), ITO/polyethylene terephthalate film (ITO/PET), and ITO/polyethylenenaphtalate 

film (ITO/PEN) etc. for the applications of front-illuminated DSSCs; while other non-transparent 

conductive substrates, e.g., stainless steel and titanium foil, are used for the applications of 

back-illuminated DSSCs
[32, 33]

. A mesoporous metal oxide semiconductor film generally contains 

crystalline metal oxides with high energy band gaps, including titanium dioxide (TiO2), zinc oxide 

(ZnO), tin oxide (SnO2), and niobium oxide (Nb2O5)
[32, 34]

 etc. A photo-sensitized dye generally 

contains metal complex dyes and metal-free organic dyes
[35, 36]

; metal complex dyes includes 

ruthenium dyes (N3, N719, N749, Z907, CYC-B11, PRT-22 etc.) and zinc dyes (YD2-o-C8 and 

SM315 etc.), while metal-free organic dyes includes various species, e.g. D149, C219, WS-9, JK–

216, Y123, SQ1, SQ2 etc. The electrolyte contained I
–
/I3

–
 as the redox couple in general that 

facilitated dye regeneration from the excited state. The counter electrode played an important role as 

an electro-catalyst to trigger the reduction of the oxidized redox species (usu. I3
–
), which can be 

reduced to I
–
 ions. The material used as the catalytic layer of the counter electrode was often coated 

with platinum (Pt).  

 

 

Figure 1-7 Schematic configuration and working mechanisms of a DSSC. 
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Another novel material attracted the attention of scientists. Organic-inorganic hybrid halide 

perovskite demonstrated excellent photoelectric characteristics and it was currently the solar cell 

technology with the fastest increase in photoelectric conversion efficiency. It took 40 years for 

silicon solar cells to go from below 10% to 25%. But the conversion efficiency of perovskite solar 

cells has increased by 6 times in just 10 years to reach 25%, which is quite close to the efficiency 

record of silicon solar cells. Perovskite materials could not only convert solar energy into electrical 

energy, but also converted electrical energy into light energy. Therefore, it could apply as 

optoelectronics like light-emitting diodes, lasers, and light-emitting transistors. The substance has 

high absorption coefficient, replaceable energy band structure and energy gap value, excellent 

tolerance to lattice defects, multiple material morphology (from zero-dimensional to 

three-dimensional structure) and other characteristics. Its raw materials were easy to obtain and 

synthesized. The advantages of simple method and low price were enough to make perovskite 

materials had the opportunity to become super materials of the next generation. Although its 

efficiency has progressed quite rapidly and had many experimental applications, the stability of 

perovskite solar cells under light, humidity, and heat environments was the biggest key and test of 

whether it can successfully enter industrial applications. 

 

1-3 Perovskite material 

Organometal halide perovskite materials used as light-absorbing layers in perovskite solar cells 

belonged to the three-dimensional ABX3 octahedral structure. A site was organic or inorganic 

cations (cesium (Cs
+
), formamidinium (FA

+
), and methylammonium (MA

+
)). B site was metal 

cations (Sn
2+

, Pb
2+

 or Ge
2+

). X site was halide anion like chlorine (Cl
–
), bromide (Br

–
), and iodide 

(I
–
). The A-site cation occupied the center of the cubic crystal packet, and the B-site cation will 

form an octahedron structure (BX6)
4– 

ion cluster with the X-site halogen ion, occupying the eight 

corners of the cubic crystal packet. The basic crystal structure was shown in Figure 1-8. The ionic 

radii (R) of the ions that make up the perovskite structure must cooperate with each other, and the 

tolerance factor (t = RA + RB/√2 (RX + RB)) must be between 0.813 and 1.107 to achieve the 

thermodynamic stability of perovskite materials in nature. Common A-site cations could be organic 

amine group (CnH2n + 1NH3
+
) or metal of group 1 (Na

+
, K

+
, Rb

+
, Cs

+
), the B site was doped with 

transition metals of groups 13 to 15 (Mn
2+

, Cu
2+

, Ag
+
, Au

+
, Zn

2+
, In

3+
, Tl

3+
, Ge

2+
, Sn

2+
, Pb

2+
, Bi

3+
, 

Sb
3+

), the X position was a group 17 halide ion (Cl
-
, Br

-
, I

-
). If the A-position cation of the 

perovskite was an organic amine group (alkylamine), it can also be an organic-inorganic composite 

perovskite mineral; if the A-position cation was a group 1A metal, it is called all-inorganic titanium 

perovskites have better thermodynamic stability than the former. 
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Figure 1-8 The ABX3 structure of perovskite
[37]

. 

 

 

Figure 1-9 (a) The cubic crystal structure of halogen perovskite (ABX3) (b) Two-dimensional 

layered R-P crystal phase (c) Perovskite materials with multiple morphologies (0-dimensional to 

three-dimensional structure). 
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In addition to the three-dimensional cubic structure, perovskite minerals also form a 

two-dimensional layered structure
[37, 38]

, called RP crystal (Ruddlesden-Popper phase), represented 

by the chemical formula An + 1BnX3n + 1, and (BX6)
4- 

ion doping formed layered perovskite crystals. 

The A-site cation served as the interval between layers, and n is the number of layers of perovskite 

crystals (Figure 1-9(b)). When n=1, it was a layer of perovskite crystal surrounded by the upper 

and lower layers of A-site cations, forming a sandwich structure. When the A-site cations contained 

different long carbon chain groups or ligands, the perovskite crystal could be controlled from a 

single-layer to multi-layer. It could also control the bonding between (BX6)
4−

 ion clusters, so that 

the structure of perovskite crystals gradually decreases from three-dimensional to zero-dimensional, 

and the surface morphology of the material could be made of three-dimensional thin films or 

nanospheres, two-dimensional nanosheets, one-dimensional nanotubes to 0-dimensional quantum 

dots (Figure 1-9(c)). 

Professor Miyasaka’s team used perovskite materials as dyes for dye-sensitized solar cells for 

the first time, with a conversion efficiency of 3.8%
[39]

 (12), which opened the application of 

perovskite materials in the field of solar cells. However, perovskite was easily soluble in the 

electrolyte of iodine, the efficiency of the device will soon fail. At the end of 2012, the Gratzel team 

replaced the traditional liquid electrolyte with solid-state hole transport materials (Spiro-OMeTAD) 

and used CH3NH3PbI3 (MAPbI3) perovskite materials as the light absorption layer, which greatly 

improved the photoelectric conversion efficiency by 9.7%. Its structure belongs to traditional 

mesoporous perovskite solar cells (Meso-porous PSC)
[40]

. Afterwards, the Snaith team proposed a 

flat thin-film perovskite solar cell structure that uses Al2O3 instead of mesoporous TIO2 as the 

electron transport layer (ETL) (Figure 1-11(b)), and the efficiency can reach 12.3%
[41]

. With the 

addition of research teams related to organic solar cells, the materials for electric holes and electron 

transport are applied to perovskite solar cells, such as PEDOT:PSS and PCBM. The efficiency 

increased to 17.9% of certification in 2014, then 20.1%, and 25.3% in 2020
[42-44]

, which was closed 

to 26.7% of silicon solar cells. 

On the other hand, the structure of perovskite solar cells has gradually derived trans n-i-p 

planar (Figure 1-10(c)) and cis p-i-n planar (Figure 1-10(b)) structures from the mesoporous 

perovskite solar cell structure similar to dye-sensitized solar cells from the beginning (Figure 

1-10(a)). In the structure of the perovskite solar cell, it is mainly composed of a transparent oxide 

electrode, an electron transport layer, a hole transport layer, a perovskite light absorption layer and a 

metal electrode. In the structure of the perovskite solar cell, it is mainly composed of a transparent 

oxide electrode (IPCE), an electron transport layer (ETL), a hole transport layer (HTL), a perovskite 

light absorption layer and a metal electrode. The transparent oxide electrode was located in the light 

detection and its main function was to collect carriers and conducted them to the external circuit. At 
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present, the common transparent conductive oxide electrode materials are FTO and ITO, etc. The 

electron transport layer material was an N-type semiconductor, and its main function was to conduct 

electrons. At present, the main electron transport layer materials are hole type SnO2 and TiO2, etc. 

The perovskite light-absorbing layer belonged to the i-layer, and its main function was to absorb 

sunlight and generate electron and hole pairs. The hole transport layer material was a P-type 

semiconductor, and its main function was to conduct holes. At present, the main hole transport layer 

materials were hole type NiOX and Spiro-OMeTAD, etc. The metal electrode was used to collect 

carriers. With the gradual maturity of perovskite solar cells in terms of efficiency, structure and 

materials, researchers have begun to pay attention to the stability and related lifespan issues of 

perovskite solar cells. 

 

 

Figure 1-10 Three main structures of perovskite solar cells: (a) forward n-i-p mesoporous 

structure, (b) forward n-i-p planar structure, and (c) reverse p-i-n planar structure.
[45]

 

 

To make the device more efficient, optimizing the layer-to-layer bonding was crucial. In the 

following introduction, we will introduce the concerns between each layer one by one. The first part 

was surface engineering of the TCO/ETL interface. In this interface, the purpose of surface 

engineering is required to be significantly transparent and conductive and to have desirable 

optoelectronic properties. Graphene possessed a high charge carrier mobility (10
6
 cm

2
 V

-1
 s

-1
) and a 

transmittance of 98%
[45, 46]

. The performance of solar cells was significantly improved by the 

deposition of a nanocomposite consisting of graphene nanoflakes and anatase-TiO2 nanoparticles on 

an FTO layer which were demonstrated by Wang et al
[47]

. Another approach to modify the interlayer 

between TCO and ETL was to decrease the work function of the electrode materials. A 

nonconjugated polymer, ethoxylated polyethylenimine (PEIE), has emerged as an efficient surface 

modifier of various conductive metal oxides, including ITO and FTO
[48]

. With ethoxylated 

polyethylenimine (PEIE), the conduction-band position was closed to ETL, which allowed efficient 
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transport of photogenerated carriers without excessive interface recombination. 

 

The second part was surface engineering of the ETL/perovskite interface. Titanium dioxide 

(TiO2) is most commonly used as an ETL in planar heterojunction solar cells due to its suitable 

band alignment with the perovskite layer and good transparency to visible light. However, high 

surface defect density and intrinsically low mobility that the properties of TiO2 may limit the 

photovoltaic performance of devices
[49, 50]

. Therefore, two methods were proposed as the following. 

1. Dopant of TiO2 ETL: several metal and non-metal ions, e.g., Y
3+[51]

, Li
+[52]

, Ru
2+[53]

, Mg
2+[54]

, 

Nd
3+[55]

, La
3+[56]

, Er
3+[57]

, and Cl
-[58]

, have been reported to have positive effects on the overall 

performance of TiO2-based PSCs. After using doped element in TiO2 as an ETL, the 

conductivity of the ETL may be improved and enhanced the photovoltaic performance of planar 

heterojunction PSCs.  

2. Surface passivation on TiO2 ETL: Fullerene self-assembled monolayers (C60SAMs)
[59]

 and the 

pertinent derivatives (PCBB-2CN-2C8)
[60]

 were successfully introduced on the TiO2 surface to 

decrease the capacitance and trap states of the TiO2. Either organic molecules or inorganic 

molecules combined on the ETL surface could enhanced the performance and stability of PSCs. 

Generally speaking, incorporation of various amino acids passivated the ETL surface via 

chemical bonding while the ammonium group acts as an active site for the perovskite grain 

growth, which would improve the perovskite film quality and carrier extraction while 

decreasing the trap states and carrier recombination at the ETL/perovskite interface
[60]

. The 

research from Zuo et al
[61]

 showed the effects of the chemical interaction of aromatic acids with 

different functional groups. It was found that the best charge transfer at the perovskite/SnO2 

interface was observed via deposition of the Phenol ammonium monolayer due to its strong 

chemical binding with the perovskite material. The pyridine nitrogen atom tends to form 

hydrogen-bonding interactions with the methylamine groups of the perovskite crystal lattice; 

this can improve their miscibility with the perovskite substrate, resulting in better crystallization 

of perovskite crystals and decreased surface trap states. After organic molecules, with the 

modification by inorganic molecules, high-temperature stable PSK and improved the electron 

extraction ability to obtain PSCs with high PCE values without J–V hysteresis were made.  

 

The third part was surface engineering of the perovskite/HTL interface. To achieve 

high-efficiency devices, perfectly controlled of the optoelectronic properties of metal halide 

perovskites was required
[62]

. The existence of pinholes and incomplete surface coverage on 

perovskite films could decrease the shunt resistance and light absorption. Moreover, a high density 

of undesirable defects decreased the charge collection efficiency and increased the charge 
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recombination. Some improved methods will be explained in detail in the following articles. From 

the perovskite precursors, different stoichiometry might decrease the recombination at the grain 

boundary (GBs) and improving the charge carrier transfer.  

1. PbI2 passivation layer: According to the literature, a small excess of PbI2 could decrease defect 

recombination in MAPbI3 or mixed-cation and mixed-halide perovskite layers
[63]

. With excess 

of PbI2, the carrier lifetime increased and the charge carrier trap density of TiO2 decreased 

from 10
19

 cm
-3

 to 10
16

 cm
-3[64-66]

. There were several assumptions about this phenomenon. One 

hypothesis was that the band edge matching between TiO2, PbI2, and the perovskite or surface 

passivation are responsible for the decreased the hole recombination. As shown in Figure 

1-11(b), the interface between PSK and HTL might facilitate the hole injection and decreased 

the recombination rate. Unfortunately, if the energy band alignment was mismatched or the 

PbI2 layer was too thick, it might block the carriers and thus insulated individual grains 

(Figure 1-11(c) and (d)). Something important was that adding too much PbI2 might let the 

perovskite layer easy to be degraded by water molecules. 

 

 

Figure 1-11 (a) PbI2 as a passivation layer at the back contact. (b) PbI2 as a passivation layer next 

to the hole-selective layer. (c) PbI2 as an electron blocking layer next to the back contact. (d) PbI2 as 

a charge carrier barrier between perovskite grains. 

 

2. Ammonium halide additive: Ammonium halide additive was another way to improving the 

interface, such as MACl. Chen et al. reported that the introduction of MACl into the perovskite 

films could improve the grain size up to 1 mm
[67]

. They also found the Cl
-
 incorporation did 

not affect the carrier transportation in the perovskite film and improved the PV performance of 

the device. From other report also pointed out that the MACl did not affect the properties of 

perovskite film, its role was to aid the formation and growth of crystals rather than their 

incorporation in the perovskite lattice
[68]

. There were several ways to adjust the interface and 

improved the device like we could create a passivation layer on the surface
[69]

, thiocyanate 

additives
[70, 71]

 and using solvent additives
[72, 73]

 to enhance the stability. 
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According to the literature, degradation of perovskite absorption layer, diffusion and 

degradation of organic hole transport layer, diffusion and reaction of metal electrodes were the three 

major problems that caused device degradation. Among these problems, water molecules and 

oxygen were the most common problems. Water molecules acted as catalysts in degradation process. 

From previous report, CH3NH3PbI3 may degrade to CH3NH2I, HI and PbI2 when exposed to 

moisture. The research of Niu et al. also proved the high sensitivity of perovskite materials to water 

molecules. The decomposition process was shown in the step 1 to step 5. From those steps, we 

could find that water molecules acted as the role of Lewis base. It could chemical cooperate with 

perovskite and accepted a H
+
 to form intermediate [ (CH3NH2)PbI3(H3O)

+
 ]. Then producing 

volatile gas (CH3NH2), solid PbI2, and HI. If in the presence of oxygen and ultraviolet radiation, HI 

will continue to decompose to form H2O and accelerate the degradation of perovskite. At this 

moment, the color of perovskite later slowly turned yellow, and the process was irreversible. Some 

researcher showed that the large amount of degradation of perovskite will start from a relative 

humidity of 55% and will slowly transform the film into yellow.  

 

n[(CH3NH3
+
)PbI3] + mH2O → (CH3NH3

+
)n-m(CH3NH2)mPbI3(H3O)m

+
  (1) 

(CH3NH3
+
)n-m(CH3NH2)mPbI3(H3O)m

+
 →  

mCH3NH2(aq) + mHI(aq) + mPbI2(S) + (n-m)[(CH3NH3)
+
PbI3] + mH2O  (2) 

[(CH3NH3
+
)PbI3] + H2O → CH3NH2(aq) + HI(aq) + PbI2(S) + H2O (3) 

4HI(aq) + O2 → 2I2 + 2H2O (4) 

2HI + UV → H2 + I2 (5) 

 

 

Figure 1-12 (a) O2 was captured by iodine vacancies. (b) Electron-hole pairs when exposed to 

light. (c) Electron transmitted to the position of oxygen molecules (O2). (d) Form I2, H2O, CH3NH2, 
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and PbI2.
[74]

   

 

The oxygen molecules were easily diffusioned into perovskite layer and captured by iodine 

vacancies. From Figure 1-12 (a), (b), perovskite will produce electron-hole pairs when exposed to 

light, the electron would transmit to the position of oxygen molecules (O2) and produced highly 

reactive and highly oxidized products(O2
-
) at this moment. Highly active O2

-
 would erode the 

perovskite layer and extracted H
+
 from the excited perovskite layer, leading to the formation of I2, 

H2O CH3NH2 and PbI2 (Figure 1-12 (c), (d))
[74]

. With these inferences, the reason why the device 

degraded during operation might O2 produces a defect in TiO2. The stability of perovskite solar cells 

had made great progress in the past few years. With the perovskite absorption layer mixed with 

anions and cations and the production of a passivation layer on the grain boundary could 

significantly improve the stability of degradation and the stability of the perovskite structure, which 

significantly improved the efficiency of the overall device. In addition, the method of using 

inorganic carrier transport layer and diffusion barrier layer combined with encapsulation technology 

could avoid the intrusion of moisture and oxygen and increased the long-term stability at high 

temperature. In brief, with the efforts of all scholars, it will be possible to create more efficient and 

mass-produced technologies in the future for daily use. 

 

 

1-4 Motivation 

Halide perovskite, including the hybrid organic−inorganic type and the all−inorganic type, are 

no doubt the superior materials for next generation. In accordance with many literatures mentioned 

above, the general MAPbI3 perovskite material was extremely unstable in moisture and oxygen 

owing to water-soluble MAI would easily leach out from the perovskite crystals, make lots of halide 

defects where was very easily occupied by O2, and thereby result in irreversible decomposition of 

MAPbI3 perovskite. During the synthesis of MAPbI3 under N2, the perovskite black phase, which 

exhibited much better optoelectronic performance than the other phases, often quickly decay to the 

yellow phase in few second, then turn into white crystal within hours due to the oxidation from PbI2 

to PbO2. Poor thermodynamic stability of perovskite materials seriously limits the exploration of 

their material characteristics (e.g., optical, electrical, or electrochemical properties) and the possible 

applications to various optoelectronic devices. In this study, we aimed to synthesize an air-stable 

perovskite material for the investigation of its intrinsic electrochemical properties in an ambient 

liquid-type redox system. First of all, a reliable electrochemical analysis platform must be 

established for the precise evaluation of electrochemical performance of perovskite material. 
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Considering the iodide perovskite is the most commonly used perovskite material for high 

performance solar cells, the electrochemical study of iodide perovskite toward iodide/triiodide (I
–

/I3
–
) redox system seemed to be an appropriate way to avoid the decomposition of iodide perovskite 

during the measurements. The electrochemical redox performance of I
–
/I3

–
 at the surface of an 

electro-catalyst on the counter electrode played an important role in determining the 

solar-to-electricity conversion efficiency of a dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC).  

In Chapter 3, we aimed to build up a relible electrochemical analysis platform for iodide 

perovskite material by fabricating the DSSCs with reliable TiO2 pastes for transparent and light 

scattering TiO2 layers. The former paste for transparent layer containing anatase TiO2 nanoparticles 

can be constantly purchased from Solaronix (Ti-Nanoxide HT/SP, anatase, average diameter of 20 

nm, Solaronix, S.A., Aubonne, Switzerland). However, the lack of a low-cost, reproducible, steady, 

and high performance TiO2 paste for light-scattering layer may cause the misleading of the DSSC 

performance. In order to provide a steady, reliable, low-cost, and easily prepared TiO2 paste with 

good light scattering, electron conducting, and dye soaking performance, the compositions of 

precursors in the light-scattering TiO2 paste was adjusted by using the commercial Ti-Nanoxide 

T/SP paste (denoted as Ti-Nanoxide) mixed with rutile TiO2 microparticles (ST–41, rutile, average 

diameter of 200 nm, Ishihara Sangyo Ltd., Japan). Several conditions, including the ratio of TiO2 

nanoparticle/microparticle, solvents, and the concentration of TiO2 particle, were systematically 

investigated.  

In Chapter 4, based on a steady DSSC platform, air-stable and electrochemical durable 

perovskite electrode of nickel foam/TiO2/FA(Pb1-xGex)I3/THA-Br0.5I0.5 was prepared by 

systematically investigation in several key indexes, including the composition of A-site molecules, 

the present of B-stie stabilizer, the existence of TiO2 intermediate layer, the adhesion problem of 

perovskite/substrate interface, and the thermal treatment procedure etc. Most importantly, the 

concentrations, the length of alkyl substitutes in tetra-alkylammonium cations, and the composition 

of halide anions of the surface passivators were found to largely influence the electrochemical 

properties as well as the DSSCs’ performance. Finally, the optimal perovskite electrode of nickel 

foam/TiO2/FA(Pb1-xGex)I3/THA-Br0.5I0.5 showed good electro-catalytic ability toward I3
–
 reduction 

and thereby rendered a decent cell efficiency up to 8.5% to its DSSC. This work provided a simple 

way to prepare air-stable and electrochemical durable perovskite electrode, which possessed great 

opportunities to be used in various electrochemical systems under ambient air and to join the 

Internet of Things (IoTs) in the near future.  
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Chapter 2 

Experimental Section 

 

2-1 Materials 

N,N-Dimethylformamide (DMF, ≥ 99.8%), titanium (IV) isoproproxide (TTIP, > 98%), ethanol 

(EtOH, 99.5%), isopropyl alcohol (IPA, 99.5%), lithium perchlorate (LiClO4, ≥ 98.0%), 

2-methoxyethanol (≥ 99.5%), methylammonium iodide (MAI, 98%), and tetrahexylammonium 

choride (THA-Cl, 96%) were obtained from Sigma Aldrich. Lithium iodide (LiI, synthetical grade), 

iodine (I2, synthetical grade), and poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG, MW~20,000) were purchased from 

Merck. Acetone (99%), guanidinium thiocyanate (GuSCN, ≥ 99%), 4-tert-butylpyridine (tBP, 96%), 

lead(II) iodide (PbI2, 99%), tetrabutylammonium iodide (TBA-I, 98%), tetrahexylammonium 

bromide (THA-Br, 99%), and tert-butyl alcohol (tBA, 96%) were bought from Acros. 

3-Methoxypropionitrile (MPN, 99%), cesium iodide (CsI, 99.9%), germanium(II) iodide (GeI2, 

99.99%), tetraethylammonium iodide (TEA-I, 98%), and tetra-n-dodecylammonium iodide (TDA-I, 

98%) were procured from Alfa Aesar. 1,2-Dimethyl-3-propylimidazolium iodide (DMPII), 

formamidinium iodide (FAI, 99%), and tetra-n-octylammonium iodide (TOA-I, > 98%) were 

procured from Tokyo Chemical Industry Co., Ltd. Transparent TiO2 paste (Ti–nanoxide HT/SP, 

average diameter of 20 nm) and cis-diisothiocyanato-bis(2,2’-bipyridyl-4,4’-dicarboxylato) 

ruthenium (II) bis(tetrabutylammonium) (N719 dye) were supplied by Solaronix, S.A., Aubonne, 

Switzerland. Acetonitrile (MeCN, 99.99%) and dichloromethane (DCM, ≥ 99.8%) were received 

from J. T. Baker. The commercial light scattering TiO2 particles, ST–41 with an averaged diameter 

of 200 nm, were obtained from Ishihara Sangyo, Ltd. Fluorine–doped tin oxide (FTO, TEC-7, 7 Ω 

sq.
–1

) conducting glass was purchased from NSG America, Inc., New Jersey, USA. Carbon cloth 

(CC, W0S1002, thickness = 0.36 mm, sheet resistance = 0.60 Ω sq.
–1

 ) was bought from CeTech 

Co., Ltd., Taiwan. Nickel foam (NF, 100PPI, thickness = 1.7 mm) was bought from Fucell Co., Ltd., 

Taiwan. Metal complex redox mediators, i.e., tris(1,10-phenanthroline)cobalt(II) 

di(bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide) (Co
II
-phen), tris(1,10-phenanthroline)cobalt(III) 

tri(bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide) (Co
III

-phen), bis(2,9-dimethyl-1,10-phenanthroline)copper(I) 

bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (Cu
I
-dmp), and bis(2,9-dimethyl-1,10-phenanthroline)copper(II) 

di(bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide) (Cu
II
-dmp), were synthesized via the reported procedures. 
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2-2 TiO2 photoanode 

All the conducting substrates, FTO, carbon cloth, and Ni foam, were cleaned with a neutral 

cleaner and then washed with de-ionized water, acetone, and isopropanol sequentially. In Figure 

2-1, the TiO2 photoanode was coated on the clean FTO glasses by the following four steps:  

 

 

 

Figure 2-1 Schematic diagram for the fabrication processes of TiO2 photoanodes. 

 

 

(1) TiO2 compact layer (CL): After cutting FTO glasses from 5 × 5 cm to 2.5 × 5 cm, a 100 

nm-thick TiO2 compact layer was spin-coated (3000 rpm for 30 s) on the cleaned FTO by 

using a precursor of titanium(IV) isopropoxide/2-methoxyethanol (1/3 in weight). Then the 

film was thermal-annealed at 500 
o
C for 30 min in an oven. 

(2) TiO2 transparent layer (TL): A 10 μm-thick TiO2 transparent layer was doctor-bladed onto 

the previous compact layer by using a commercial TiO2 transparent paste (Ti–nanoxide 

HT/SP, average diameter of 20 nm, Solaronix). The casting thickness of the Ti–nanoxide 

paste was controlled by 1 layer of the 3M polyester tape with a working area of 0.18 cm
2
 

(circle diameter of 0.48 cm). After casting, the TiO2 transparent layer was completely dried 

at 90 
o
C for 1 h on the hot-plate, and then thermal-annealed at 500 

o
C for 30 min in an oven. 

(3) TiO2 scattering layer (SL): A 4~5 μm-thick TiO2 light scattering layer was doctor-bladed 

onto the previous transparent layer by using different TiO2 light scattering pastes as listed in 

Table 2-1. The casting thickness of the TiO2 light scattering pastes was controlled by 1 layer 

of the 3M polyester tape with a working area of 0.24 cm
2
 (circle diameter of 0.55 cm). After 

casting, the TiO2 light scattering layer was completely dried at 90 
o
C for 1 h on the hot-plate, 
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and then thermal-annealed at 500 
o
C for 30 min in an oven. 

(4) TiO2 modification layer (ML): A few nanometer-thick TiO2 modification layer was coated 

on all the TiO2 layers mentioned above by immersing the FTO/TiO2 electrode into a 

precursor containing 70 mM of TiCl4 in a mixing solvent of deionc water/ethanol (9/1 in 

volume) at 70 
o
C for 30 min. After cooling down and washing by deionc water, the 

FTO/TiO2 electrode was completely dried at 120 
o
C for 1 h on the hot-plate, and then 

thermal-annealed at 500 
o
C for 30 min in an oven. 

 

 

 

Table 2-1  The experimental formula of various light-scattering TiO2 pastes. 

Paste Ti-Nanoxide (g) ST-41 particle (g) PEG (g) 

1
st
 stage Weight ratio of Ti-Nanoxide/ST–41 

(solid content = 20.7 wt%, EtOH/DIW = 1/9 in volume) 

1/3 0.435 0.87 0.2175 

1/2 0.29 0.87 0.2175 

1/1 0.87 0.87 0.2175 

2/1 1.74 0.87 0.2175 

3/1 2.61 0.87 0.2175 

2
nd

 stage Mixing solvent 

(solid content = 20.7 wt%, Ti-Nanoxide/ST–41 = 2/1 in weight) 

EtOH/DIW = 9/1 1.74 0.87 0.2175 

EtOH/DIW = 7/3 1.74 0.87 0.2175 

EtOH/DIW = 5/5 1.74 0.87 0.2175 

TBA/DIW = 9/1 1.74 0.87 0.2175 

TBA/DIW = 7/3 1.74 0.87 0.2175 

TBA/DIW = 5/5 1.74 0.87 0.2175 

3
rd

 stage TiO2 solid content 

(TBA/DIW = 9/1 in volume, Ti-Nanoxide/ST–41 = 2/1 in weight) 

20 wt% 1.66 0.83 0.2076 

30 wt% 2.86 1.43 0.3575 

40 wt% 4.44 2.22 0.555 

50 wt% 6.66 3.33 0.833 

60 wt% 10 5 1.25 
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2-3 Perovskite counter electrode 

In Figure 2-2, the perovskite counter electrode was coated on the clean nickel foam (NF) by 

the following two steps:  

(1) TiO2 intermediate layer: A TiO2 intermediate layer was dip-coated on the cleaned NF by using 

a precursor of titanium(IV) isopropoxide/2-methoxyethanol (1/3 in weight). A dip-coating 

cycle was conducted by soaking the cleaned NF into the precursor for 5 min, and then dried at 

50 
o
C for 5 min. The NF/TiO2 electrodes having different thickness of TiO2 intermediate layer 

were obtained by conducting the dip-coating cycle from 0 to 6 cycles. Then the NF/TiO2 

electrode was located on a soda-limed glass by a polyethylene terephthalate (PET) tape with a 

controlled area of 1 × 1 cm
2
. After drying on a hot-plate at 50 

o
C overnight, the NF/TiO2 

electrode was sent into the N2 glove box before use. 

(2) Perovskite layer: The perovskite layer was drop-coated on the NF/TiO2 electrode at room 

temperature to form the NF/TiO2/perovskite counter electrode by using various perovskite 

precursors as listed in Table 2-2. To reach a completely dissolution of chemicals, the precursor 

solutions were all heated at 100 
o
C for 1 h, and then ultrasonicated for 1.5 h. After that, the 

perovskite layer was dried at 150 
o
C, followed by a post-annealing treatment at 200 

o
C for 0 to 

> 24 h. Then the NF/TiO2/perovskite electrode was cooled down to room temperature by 

slowly dropping 50 
o
C every 15 min, and kept in the N2 glove box before use. 

 

 

Figure 2-2 Flow chart for the fabrication of counter electrode.  
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Table 2-2 The experimental formula of the fabrications of various perovskite thin films. 

No. A-site precursor B-site precursor 

A 
0.3 mM MAI in DMF for 25 μL and  

0.1 mM CsI in DMF for 25 μL 

0.3 mM PbI2 in 

DMF for 50 μL 

B 
0.3 mM MAI in DMF for 25 μL and  

0.1 mM CsI in DMSO for 25 μL 

0.3 mM PbI2 in 

DMF for 50 μL 

A-site molecule 

C 
(FA0.80MA0.2)PbI3: 0.96 M FAI, 0.24 M MAI, and 1 M PbI2  

in DMF/DMSO (4/1 in volume) for 100 μL  

D 
(FA0.85MA0.15)PbI3: 1.02 M FAI, 0.18 M MAI, and 1 M PbI2  

in DMF/DMSO (4/1 in volume) for 100 μL  

E 
(FA0.90MA0.1)PbI3: 1.08 M FAI, 0.12 M MAI, and 1 M PbI2  

in DMF/DMSO (4/1 in volume) for 100 μL  

F 
(FA0.95MA0.05)PbI3: 1.14 M FAI, 0.06 M MAI,and 1 M PbI2  

in DMF/DMSO (4/1 in volume) for 100 μL  

G 
FAPbI3: 1.20 M FAI, 0.00 M MAI, and 1 M PbI2  

in DMF/DMSO (4/1 in volume) for 100 μL  

B-stie stabilizer and substrate 

H Precursor F + 0.09 M GeI2 + 0.1 M TBA-I for 100 μL 

I Precursor G + 0.09 M GeI2 + 0.1 M TBA-I for 100 μL 

J, L, M, N, R, S, T, X Precursor F + 0.09 M GeI2 + 0.5 M TBA-I for 100 μL 

K, O, P, Q, U, V, W, Y Precursor G + 0.09 M GeI2 + 0.5 M TBA-I for 100 μL 

NF/TiO2/FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 electrodes: TiO2 pre-treatment cycle & thermal post-treatment 

Z, AA, AB, AC, AD, AE,  

AF, AG, AH, AI 

Precursor K containing 0.5 M TBA-I for 100 μL 

AJ Precursor K containing 0.5 M TEA-I for 100 μL 

AK Precursor K containing 0.5 M THA-I for 100 μL 

AL Precursor K containing 0.5 M TOA-I for 100 μL 

AM Precursor K containing 0.5 M TDA-I for 100 μL 

NF/TiO2/FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 electrodes: Loading amount 

AN Precursor AK for 250 μL 

AO Precursor AK for 275 μL 

AP Precursor AK for 300 μL 

AQ Precursor AK for 325 μL 

AR Precursor AK for 350 μL 
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Table 2-2 (Continued).  

No. A-site precursor B-site precursor 

NF/TiO2/FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 electrodes: Mix halide of THA 

AP Precursor AP using 0.5 M THA-I 

AS Precursor AP using 0.25 M THA-I and 0.25 M THA-Br 

AT Precursor AP using 0.5 M THA-Br 

AU Precursor AP using 0.25 M THA-Br and 0.25 M THA-Cl 

AV Precursor AP using 0.5 M THA-Cl 

AW Precursor AP using 0.25 M THA-Cl and 0.25 M THA-I 

AX Precursor AP using 0.1 M THA-Cl, 0.2 M THA-Br, and 0.2 M THA-I 

 

2-4 DSSC assembly 

The DSSC device was composed of a sandwitch structure of photoanode/ electrolyte/ counter 

electrode; where the N719-adsorbed TiO2 electrode was the photoanode, an iodide-based solution 

was the electrolyte, and different perovskite electrodes made by this work were used as the counter 

electrodes. The as-prepared TiO2 film was dried heated at 120 
o
C for 1 h on the hot-plate, and then 

immersed in a 0.5 mM of N719 dye solution using a mixed solvent of MeCN/tBA (1/1 in volume) 

at room temperature for 24 h, as shown in Figure 2-3. The N719-adsorbed TiO2 photoanode was 

coupled with a perovskite counter electrode made by this work with a proper cell gap using 8 layers 

of the polyethylene terephthalate (PET) tape as the spacer. The iodide-based electrolyte contained 

1.2 M DMPII, 0.035 M I2, 0.1 M GuSCN, and 0.5 M tBP in MPN/MeCN (1/4 in volume) and was 

injected into the cell gap by capillarity. 

 

 

Figure 2-3 Flow chart of N719 dye adsorption. 

 

 

Figure 2-4 The equivalent circuit of a symmetric cell of an electro-catalytic film.  
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2-5 Instruments and Analyses 

1. Material characterizations 

Crystallinity and molecular structure of as-synthesized perovskite films were analyzed by 

powder X-ray diffraction pattern spectroscopy (PXRD, Bruker D8 advanced, Oxford, UK) and 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Thermo Scientific Theta Probe, UK), respectively. The 

thin film morphology was observed by field–emission scanning electron microscopy (FE–SEM, 

Nova NanoSEM 230, FEI, Oregon, USA). 

 

2. Photovoltaic performance measurement 

Photovoltaic parameters of the DSSCs with different counter electrodes were obtained by a 

potentiostat/galvanostat (Metrohm Autolab PGSTAT204, Autolab, Eco-Chemie, the Netherlands) at 

the simulated solar irradiation (100 mW cm
–2

, AM 1.5G) and Philip T5 lamp illumination 

(6000, 3000, and 1000 lux). The simulated solar irradiation was performed by a class A 

quality solar simulator (PEC–L11, AM1.5G, Peccell Technologies, Inc., Kanagawa, Japan). The 

incident light intensity was calibrated by a standard Si cell (PECSI01, Peccell Technologies, Inc.) 

and by an optical detector (model 818-SL, Newport, California, USA) coupled with a power meter 

(model 1916-R, Newport, California, USA).  

 

3. Tafel polarization plot, and electrochemical impedance spectra 

Tafel polarization plots and electrochemical impedance spectra (EIS) analysese were recorded 

a potentiostat/galvanostat (Metrohm Autolab PGSTAT204, Autolab, Eco-Chemie, the Netherlands) 

using a symmetrical cell structure of electrode/electrolyte/electrode; where an electrode made by 

this work was applied for both anode and cathode. For Tafel plots, linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) 

was performed from 1 V to –1 V at the scan rate of 0.1 V s
-1

. For EIS analysis, the data was 

collected using a FRA2 module between 1 Hz to 100 kHz with an AC amplitude of ±10 mV. The 

s-EIS analysis aims to precise investigate the interfacial resistances, namely series resistance (Rs) 

and charge transfer resistance (Rct-EIS), in a symmetric cell. This s-EIS spectrum usually shows two 

semicircles. According to the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 2-4, the Rs value equals to onset 

point of the first semicircle on left-hand side in the high frequency region (10
6
 ~ 10

5
 Hz); the lower 

Rs reflects the better ohmic contact between the substrate and an electro-catalytic film. The Rct-EIS is 

obtained from the radius of the first semicircle in the middle frequency region (10
5
 ~ 10

1
 Hz); the 

lower Rct-EIS refers to the larger amount of charges pass through the electro-catalytic film/electrolyte 

interface. The second semicircle on right-hand side is owing to the Warburg diffusion resistance of 

the electrolyte, measured in the low frequency region (10
1
 ~ 10

-1
 Hz).      
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Chapter 3 

Results and discussions 

Part A: Low-cost light-scattering TiO2 paste 
 

3-1 The ratio of TiO2 nanoparticle to microparticle 

In the beginning (1
st
 stage), the weight ratios of TiO2 nanoparticle/microparticle was varied by 

changing the weight ratios of Ti-Nanoxide/ST–41 from 1/3, 1/2, 1/1, 2/1, and 3/1. The total TiO2 

solid content was kept at 20.7 wt% with respect to the weight of the mixing solvent, which was 

ethanol/de-ionized water (EtOH/DIW=1/9 in volume). In Figure 3-1, the photocurrent density–

voltage J-V curves of the corresponding DSSCs were measured by using the TiO2 photoanodes 

adsorbed with N719 dye and the counter electrode of platinum/carbon cloth. When the weight ratios 

of Ti-Nanoxide/ST–41 were gradually increased from 1/3 to 2/1, the short-circuit current density 

(JSC), fill factor (FF), and thereby cell efficiency (η) reached the optimal values (Table 3-1), 

indicating that the present of 20-nm-sized TiO2 nanoparticles is crucial to get good cell performance. 

The nano-sized TiO2 particles could fill up the spaces among the micro-sized TiO2 particles, 

enhance the electron conductivity of light-scattering layer, and provide extra dye soaking
[75]

. When 

the weight ratios of Ti-Nanoxide/ST–41 reached 3/1, the cell efficiency was dropped owing to the 

insufficient light-scattering performance. At this stage, the usage of the mixing solvent, which was 

EtOH/DIW (1/9 in volume), caused severe Ti-Nanoxide aggregation and then made the TiO2 

photoanodes with very poor uniformity. Therefore, large data deviation may be occurred in some 

samples. 

 

3-2 Mixing solvent 

In 2
nd

 stage, different mixing solvents for the light-scattering TiO2 paste were used, including 

EtOH/DIW (9/1, 7/3, and 5/5 in volume) and tert-butyl alcohol (TBA)/DIW (9/1, 7/3, and 5/5 in 

volume). The Ti-Nanoxide paste (1.74 g) was individually added into the previous six mixing 

solvents (10 g). After stirring for 1 h, the ST–41 (0.87 g) TiO2 microparticle was added to keep the 

weight ratio of Ti-Nanoxide/ST–41 at 2/1. And polyethylene glycol (PEG, 0.2175 g) was also added 

to make the amount of PEG being 25 wt% with respect to the weight of ST–41 (see Table 2-1 for 

detail information). Then these light-scattering TiO2 pastes were continuously stirring for three days 
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before use.  It was found that all the mixtures of EtOH/DIW didn’t provide  uniform TiO2 pastes 

and make their TiO2 thin films very easily broken. In Figure 3-2, the cell performance was 

improved from 0.02% to 5.62 % by increasing the EtOH/DIW volume ratio from 5/5 to 9/1. When 

applying TBA/DIW as the solvent, the severe aggregation of Ti-Nanoxide paste seemed to be 

diminished. The increased TBA/DIW volume ratio from 5/5 to 9/1 brought the increase in cell 

efficiency from 0.05% to 6.58 %, as listed in Table 3-1. The light-scattering paste prepared by using 

the mixing solvent of TBA/DIW with a volume ratio of 9/1 was found to provide the optimal cell 

performance (6.58 %) at this stage.  

 

Table 3-1 Photovoltaic parameters of the DSSCs fabricated by using different light-scattering 

TiO2 pastes, measured at 100 mW cm
-2

. Each sample was based on five measurements. 

Paste η (%) VOC (V) JSC (mA cm
–2

) FF 

1
st
 stage 

Weight ratio of Ti-Nanoxide/ST–41 

(solid content = 20.7 wt%, EtOH/DIW = 1/9 in volume) 

1/3 5.97 ± 0.09 0.77 ± 0.00 12.03 ± 0.06 0.65 ± 0.01 

1/2 6.10 ± 0.51 0.78 ± 0.01 11.73 ± 0.99 0.67 ± 0.01 

1/1 6.64 ± 0.42 0.77 ± 0.00 13.37 ± 1.01 0.65 ± 0.01 

2/1 6.99 ± 0.01 0.77 ± 0.01 14.14 ± 0.26 0.65 ± 0.01 

3/1 6.86 ± 0.35 0.77 ± 0.02 13.57 ± 1.07 0.66 ± 0.01 

2
nd

 stage 
Mixing solvent 

(solid content = 20.7 wt%, Ti-Nanoxide/ST–41 = 2/1 in weight) 

EtOH/DIW = 9/1 5.62±0.22 0.76±0.01 11.1±0.4 0.67±0.02 

EtOH/DIW = 7/3 5.49±0.14 0.77±0.03 11.0±0.5 0.65±0.02 

EtOH/DIW = 5/5 0.02±0.00 0.63±0.24 0.17±0.01 0.16±0.00 

TBA/DIW = 9/1 6.58±0.18 0.72±0.09 15.4±0.3 0.60±0.02 

TBA/DIW = 7/3 5.79±0.26 0.72±0.06 13.6±0.6 0.59±0.03 

TBA/DIW = 5/5 0.05±0.00 0.67±0.14 0.4±0.0 0.19±0.01 

3
rd

 stage 
TiO2 solid content 

(TBA/DIW = 9/1 in volume, Ti-Nanoxide/ST–41 = 2/1 in weight) 

20 wt% 6.19±0.13 0.72±0.05 14.9±0.3 0.57±0.00 

30 wt% 7.11±0.08 0.72±0.05 15.0±0.1 0.65±0.01 

40 wt% 7.49±0.15 0.72±0.06 16.1±0.3 0.64±0.00 

50 wt% 7.84±0.11 0.73±0.05 16.8±0.1 0.64±0.01 

60 wt% 3.31±0.25 0.61±0.12 13.7±0.2 0.40±0.02 
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Figure 3-1 J-V curves of the DSSCs fabricated by using the light-scattering TiO2 pastes 

containing different weight ratios of Ti-Nanoxide/ST–41. The total TiO2 solid content was 

controlled at 20.7 wt%, and the applied mixing solvent was EtOH/DIW (1/9 in volume). 

 

 

Figure 3-2 J-V curves of the DSSCs fabricated by using the light-scattering TiO2 pastes 

containing different mixing solvents. The total TiO2 solid content was controlled at 20.7 wt%, and 

the weight ratios of Ti-Nanoxide/ST–41 was set at 2/1.      
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3-3 Solid content 

In 3
rd

 stage, the total TiO2 solid (Ti-Nanoxide paste and ST–41) content was defined as the 

weight percent (wt%) of the total TiO2 solid with respect to the weight of the solution. In 

accordance with the previous experiments, the total TiO2 solid content was varied from 20 to 60 

wt% in order to enhance the uniformity and optimize the thickness of the TiO2 light-scattering 

layers (see Table 2-1 for detail recipes). In Figure 3-3, the cell performance were improved from 

6.19% to 7.84% by increasing the TiO2 solid content from 20 to 50 wt% due to the increases in JSC 

and FF values. By using the optimal paste (50 wt%), uniform TiO2 light scattering layer with 

appropriate film thickness (4 μm) and porosity can be successfully obtained. When further 

increasing the TiO2 solid content to 60 wt%, the cell efficiency suddenly dropped to 3.31% (Table 

3-1) due to the serious cracking of the TiO2 thin film during the doctor-blade fabrication process. 

Finally, the optimal light-scattering TiO2 paste was continuously stirred over 1 month then used for 

the test of device reproducibility. As list in Table 3-2, five DSSCs with an average cell efficiency of 

8.47% and data deviation of 0.17% was achieved, showing the reliable performance for the 

low-cost and easily fabricated light-scattering TiO2 paste. 

 

 

Figure 3-3 J-V curves of the DSSCs fabricated by using the light-scattering TiO2 pastes 

containing different TiO2 solid contents. The weight ratio of Ti-Nanoxide/ST–41 was set at 2/1, and 

the mixing solvent of TBA/DIW (9/1 in volume) was used. 
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Table 3-2 Photovoltaic parameters of the DSSCs fabricated by using the optimal 

light-scattering TiO2 paste containing the TiO2 solid contents of 50 wt%, the Ti-Nanoxide/ST–41 

weight ratio of 2/1, and the mixing solvent of TBA/DIW (9/1 in volume).  

Cell η (%) VOC (V) JSC (mA cm
–2

) FF 

4
th

 stage 
Repeating the optimal light-scattering TiO2 paste 

(TBA/DIW = 9/1 in volume, Ti-Nanoxide paste/ST–41 = 2/1 in weight) 

1 8.64 0.79 16.21 0.68 

2 8.57 0.78 16.31 0.67 

3 8.28 0.78 16.29 0.65 

4 8.59 0.78 16.91 0.66 

5 8.27 0.77 16.13 0.66 

Average 8.47±0.17 0.78±0.00 16.4±0.3 0.66±0.01 
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Chapter 4 

Results and discussions 

Part B: Air-stable perovskite counter electrode 

 

4-1 A-site molecule 

Using different A-site molecules was reported as a key index to prepare stable perovskite 

materials
[76]

. Starting from the mostly common methylammonium lead iodide (MAPbI3), three 

general A-site precursors, i.e., methylammonium (MA), formamidinium (FA), and caesium (Cs) 

iodide, were used in this work. In the beginning, MAI and CsI were mixed as the A-site precursors 

in DMF or DMSO as listed in Table 4-1. Two different MAI/CsI precursors were separately 

drop-coated on FTO in air, followed by drop-coating the same PbI2 precursor on the MAI/CsI layers. 

After completely dried at 150 
o
C, Sample A and B thin films showed obvious phase separation 

between the preferred black phase and the unfavourable yellow phase
[77]

, which were maintained 

less than 1 min in air before turning to yellow phase. The low solubility of CsI in DMF (Sample A) 

and DMSO (Sample B) was found to easily make these thin films having phase separation during 

drying process. Even worse situation happened when drop-coating pure CsPbI3 thin film. Black 

CsPbI3 turned to yellow phase immediately before drying in air. Thus, we no longer used Cs as an 

A-site precursor in this study. Meanwhile, it seems that the two-step drop-coating process with such 

low precursor concentration may bot a good approach to prepare stable perovskite thin films.  

In the next stage, five precursors containing high concentration of PbI2 mixed with different 

A-site materials, which were the mixtures of MAI/FAI with different molar ratios ranging from 

20/80 (Sample C), 15/85 (Sample D), 10/90 (Sample E), 5/95 (Sample F), and 0/100 (Sample G), 

as listed in Table 4-1. The corresponding (FA1-xMAx)PbI3 thin films were prepared separately by 

using one-step drop-coating process. After drying, all these (FA1-xMAx)PbI3 thin films exhibited 

black phase. Then Sample C, D, and E quickly decayed to orange/yellow phase (Table 4-1). When 

increasing the FAI molar ratios up to 95% (Sample F and G), the black phase survived in the N2 

glove-box for at least 6 h, as shown in Table 4-2. After that, Sample F and G were took out and 

used for the cyclic voltammetry (CV) scan in an electrolyte containing 10 mM LiI, 1.0 mM I2, and 

0.1 M LiClO4 in MeCN. Unfortunately, both of them quickly decayed and damaged during the 

cyclic voltammetry scan in ambient air. Needless to say, further crystal modifications, surface 

passivations, or other treatments of these (FA1-xMAx)PbI3 thin films were crucial to obtain air-stable 
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thin film. The precursors used for Sample F and G were denoted as Precursor F and G, 

respectively, in the following sections. 

 

Table 4-1 Perovskite thin films prepared by using different A-site precursors on FTO. 

No. A-site precursor B-site precursor Film Decay time 

A 
0.3 mM MAI in DMF for 25 μL and 

0.1 mM CsI in DMF for 25 μL 

0.3 mM PbI2 in DMF for 

50 μL  

< 1 min
a
 

B 
0.3 mM MAI in DMF for 25 μL and 

0.1 mM CsI in DMSO for 25 μL 

0.3 mM PbI2 in DMF for 

50 μL  

< 1 min
a
 

C 
(FA0.80MA0.2)PbI3: 0.96 M FAI, 0.24 M MAI, and 1 M PbI2 in 

DMF/DMSO (4/1 in volume) for 100 μL   

1 min
b
 

D 
(FA0.85MA0.15)PbI3: 1.02 M FAI, 0.18 M MAI, and 1 M PbI2 in 

DMF/DMSO (4/1 in volume) for 100 μL   

1 min
b
 

E 
(FA0.90MA0.1)PbI3: 1.08 M FAI, 0.12 M MAI, and 1 M PbI2 in 

DMF/DMSO (4/1 in volume) for 100 μL   

30 min
b
 

F 
(FA0.95MA0.05)PbI3: 1.14 M FAI, 0.06 M MAI,and  1 M PbI2 

in DMF/DMSO (4/1 in volume) for 100 μL   

6 h
b
 

G 
FAPbI3: 1.20 M FAI, 0.00 M MAI, and 1 M PbI2 in 

DMF/DMSO (4/1 in volume) for 100 μL   

6 h
b
 

a
Thin films prepared and decayed in air. 

b
Thin films prepared and decayed in N2. 

 

Table 4-2 The stability test of Sample F and G on FTO under N2. 

No. 0 min 20 min 1 h 6 h 

F 

    

G 

    

 

 

4-2 B-stie stabilizer and substrate 

According to many literatures
[78-80]

, GeI2 was reported as an effective stabilizer for all 

inorganic perovskite solar cells. The oxidization from GeI2 to GeO seemed to have a positive effect 

on the B-site crystal defects. In 2020, Prof. Miyasaka’s group firstly introduced GeI2 into 

organic-inorganic hybrid perovskite solar cells and achieved good long-term device stability near 50 
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days under N2
[81]

. With the present of the very important primary amine, methylammonium chloride 

(MACl), the solubility of GeI2 in the mixture of DMF/DMSO was largely increased and thereby 

good crystal stability of the mixed cation/halide perovskites, FA0.83MA0.17GexPb1−x(I0.9Br0.1)3, was 

achieved in their study. Meanwhile, a more stable passivation layer of GeO could be formed at the 

perovskite crystal surface, rather than the fragile PbO. It should be noticed that, without the present 

of MACl, rare perovskite crystals could be stable.  

Motived by the above-mentioned work, we also used GeI2 as a B-stie stabilizer for our mixed 

cation perovskites, (FA1-xMAx)PbI3. Considering the extremely high cost of MACl, we tried to use 

another much cheaper replacement, tetrabutylammonium iodide (TBA-I), instead. We happily found 

out that TBA-I could also effectively enhance the solubility of GeI2 in DMF/DMSO (4/1 in volume). 

With the addition of 0.09M GeI2 and 0.1M TBA-I in the above-mentioned Precursor F and G, the 

corresponding Sample H (95% of FAI) and I (100% of FAI), respectively, maintained the black 

phase for 3 months in air and withstood in the iodide electrolyte for 10 s, as listed in Table 4-3. 

When increasing the concentration of TBA-I from 0.1 M to 0.5 M, Sample J (95% of FAI) and K 

(100% of FAI) can even maintain the black phase for 6 months in air and in the iodide electrolyte.  

 

 

 

Table 4-3 Perovskite thin films prepared by using Precursor F and G with the addition of 0.09 

M GeI2 and different amount of TBA-I on FTO under N2 and then exposed in air. 

No. Precursor F + 0.09 M GeI2 No. Precursor G + 0.09 M GeI2 

 0.1 M TBA-I  0.1 M TBA-I 

 0 min 3 month 6 month  0 min 3 month 6 month 

H 

  

Decay I 

  

Decay 

 0.5 M TBA-I  0.5 M TBA-I 

 0 min 3 month 6 month  0 min 3 month 6 month 

J 

   

K 

   

Precursor F: (FA0.95MA0.05)PbI3: 1.14 M FAI, 0.06 M MAI, and 1 M PbI2 in DMF/DMSO (4/1 in 

volume) for 100 μL; Precursor G: FAPbI3: 1.20 M FAI, 0.00 M MAI, and 1 M PbI2 in 

DMF/DMSO (4/1 in volume) for 100 μL. 
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At this stage, both of Sample J and K reached quite decent thermodynamic and material 

stability for months in air. However, both of Sample J and K were cracked and detached from FTO 

substrates during the DSSC’s measurements. Further experiments to prepare effective 

electrochemical electrodes were conducted based on the precursors used for Sample J and K, 

which were hereafter denoted as Precursor J and K, respectively. To improve the adhesion of 

perovskite thin films to the substrates, we tried three different coating processes, including (1) 

drop-coating the precursors on the substrate under R.T., (2) drop-coating the precursors on the 

substrate under 60 
o
C, and (3) spin-coating (1000 rpm, 30 s) the precursors on substrate at R.T., 

followed by drying at 150 
o
C, as listed in Table 4-4. Here, the above-mentioned Precursor J and K 

were used. When using FTO as the substrate, all the pertinent thin films (Sample L, M, N, O, P, 

and Q) were very fragile and easily detached from FTO. Considering the common fabrication 

process used for perovskite solar cells, a thin layer of TiO2 seems a good medium between FTO and 

perovskite thin film
[80]

. Therefore, we introduced an amorphous TiO2 thin layer by spin-coating 

(3000 rpm, 30 s) a titanium precursor on FTO at R.T., followed by drying at 150 
o
C. The titanium 

precursor was the mixture of titanium(IV) isopropoxide/2-methixyethanol (1/3 in weight). When 

using FTO/TiO2 electrode as the substrate, the adhesion of all the relative thin films (Sample R, S, 

T, U, V, and W) were slightly enhanced but still very fragile. We further applied a conductive and 

porous carbon cloth (CC) coated with the same TiO2 thin layer as the substrate. The relevant 

Sample X and Y still showed poor adhesion to the CC/TiO2 electrode and turned to yellow phase 

during CV test. At this stage, the FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 films prepared by using Precursor K were found 

to be more durable than those (FA0.95MA0.05)(Pb1-xGex)I3 films prepared by Precursor J after the 

CV scanning. In Figure 4-1, the powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) pattern of the FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 

films prepared by using Precursor K exhibited eight peaks at 13.89
o
, 19.69

o
, 24.24

o
, 28.08

o
, 31.42

o
, 

34.54
o
, 40.12

o
,and 42.66

o
, which belonged to cubic FAPbI3 (Cambridge Crystallographic Data 

Centre (CCDC) card No. 250736). Thus, Precursor K, containing 1.20 M FAI, 0.00 M MAI, 1 M 

PbI2, 0.09 M GeI2, and 0.5 M TBA-I in DMF/DMSO (4/1 in volume) for 100 μL, would be used for 

the perovskite film fabrication hereafter.  
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Table 4-4 Perovskite thin films prepared by using Precursor J and K by using different 

procedures under N2 and then exposed in air. 

No. Process / Result Film No. Process / Result Film 

 FTO + Precursor J   FTO + Precursor K  

L 

Drop-coating on substrate at 

R.T. then dried at 150 
o
C 

Poor adhesion  

O 

Drop-coating on substrate at 

R.T. then dried at 150 
o
C 

Poor adhesion  

M 

Drop-coating on substrate at 

60 
o
C then dried at 150 

o
C 

Poor adhesion 
 

P 

Drop-coating on substrate at 

60 
o
C then dried at 150 

o
C 

Poor adhesion  

N 

Spin-coating
*
 on substrate at 

R.T. then dried at 150 
o
C 

Poor adhesion 
 

Q 

Spin-coating
*
 on substrate at 

R.T. then dried at 150 
o
C 

Poor adhesion  

 FTO/TiO2 + Precursor J   FTO/TiO2 + Precursor K  

R 

Drop-coating on substrate at 

R.T. then dried at 150 
o
C 

Poor adhesion  

U 

Drop-coating on substrate at 

R.T. then dried at 150 
o
C 

Poor adhesion  

S 

Drop-coating on substrate at 

60 
o
C then dried at 150 

o
C 

Poor adhesion  

V 

Drop-coating on substrate at 

60 
o
C then dried at 150 

o
C 

Poor adhesion  

T 

Spin-coating
*
 on substrate at 

R.T. then dried at 150 
o
C 

Poor adhesion  

W 

Spin-coating
*
 on substrate at 

R.T. then dried at 150 
o
C 

Poor adhesion  

 CC/TiO2 + Precursor J   CC/TiO2 + Precursor K  

X 

Drop-coating on substrate at 

R.T. then dried at 150 
o
C 

Decay  

Y 

Drop-coating on substrate at 

R.T. then dried at 150 
o
C 

Decay  

*
1000 rpm, 30 s. Precursor J: (FA0.95MA0.05)(Pb1-xGex)I3: 1.14 M FAI, 0.06 M MAI, 1 M PbI2, 

0.09 M GeI2, and 0.5 M TBA-I in DMF/DMSO (4/1 in volume) for 100 μL; Precursor K: 

FA(Pb1-xGex)I3: 1.20 M FAI, 0.00 M MAI, 1 M PbI2, 0.09 M GeI2, and 0.5 M TBA-I in 

DMF/DMSO (4/1 in volume) for 100 μL. 
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Figure 4-1 Powder X-ray diffraction pattern of the FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 films prepared by using 

Precursor K. 

 

Last, we applied another porous conducting substrate, nickel foam (NF), for the fabrication of 

perovskite electrode. With the present of TiO2 thin layer, good adhesion between the perovskite film 

and NF/TiO2 electrode can be successfully obtained. Therefore, the optimization of NF/TiO2 

electrode were carefully conducted by controlling the TiO2 dip-coating cycle from 1 to 6 cycles; one 

dip-coating cycle was performed by immersing the NF into a titanium precursor at R.T. for 5 min 

and then drying at 50 
o
C. The titanium precursor was the mixture of titanium(IV) 

isopropoxide/2-methixyethanol (1/3 in weight). All the NF/TiO2 electrodes were completely dried at 

50 
o
C overnight before use. Figure 4-2 showed the photocurrent density–voltage (J−V) curves of 

the DSSCs coupling with the NF/TiO2/FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 counter electrodes containing different TiO2 

layers; the correlated photovoltaic parameters were listed in Table 4-5. When gradually increasing 

the TiO2 dip-coating cycle, the cell performance was raised from 0.29% (1 cycle, Sample Z) to 

1.90% (6 cycle, Sample AE) due to the increases in VOC, JSC, and FF. However, the TiO2 

dip-coating cycle could not be conducted over 7 cycles due to the detachment of TiO2 layer from 

nickel foam. Therefore, we tried to improve the adhesion of TiO2 and FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 films on the 

NF by using the post-annealing process.  
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Figure 4-2 Photocurrent density–voltage (J−V) curves of the DSSCs coupling with the 

NF/TiO2/FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 (Precursor K) counter electrodes containing different TiO2 layers, where 

the TiO2 layer was prepared by different dip-coating cycles from 1 to 6 cycles. 

 

Table 4-5 Photovoltaic parameters of the DSSCs coupling with the NF/TiO2/FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 

(Precursor K) counter electrodes containing different TiO2 layers, where the TiO2 layer was 

prepared by different dip-coating cycles from 1 to 6 cycles. 

No. TiO2 cycle η (%) VOC (V) JSC (mA cm
-2

) FF 

Z 1 0.29±0.05 0.61±0.06 4.1±0.2 0.12±0.00 

AA 2 0.48±0.05 0.63±0.07 6.6±0.3 0.11±0.00 

AB 3 0.50±0.03 0.64±0.04 6.5±0.1 0.12±0.00 

AC 4 0.89±0.05 0.53±0.09 5.6±0.3 0.30±0.00 

AD 5 1.62±0.04 0.60±0.05 8.0±0.2 0.34±0.00 

AE 6 1.90±0.03 0.66±0.05 8.7±0.2 0.33±0.00 

 

Moderate post-annealing baking process was reported to rearrange the chaotic lattice back to a 

neat state
[82]

. The neater of the lattice arrangement in perovskite thin film, the higher of the 

optoelectronical performance. After completely dried at 150 
o
C, the post-annealing was carried out 

under N2 by heating the NF/TiO2/FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 electrodes to 200 
o
C on a hot-plate and kept for 0, 

1, 4, 8, and >24 h. Then the NF/TiO2/FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 electrodes was slowly cooled down to R.T. by 
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dropping 50 
o
C every 15 mins. Figure 4-3 showed the J−V curves of the DSSCs coupling with the 

NF/TiO2/FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 counter electrodes treated with different post-annealing time from 0 to > 24 

h; the correlated photovoltaic parameters were listed in Table 4-6. When increasing the 

post-annealing time, the cell performance reached the optimal value of 2.10% by using the counter 

electrode post-treated with 4 h (Sample AG). Long post-annealing time (> 4 h) may probably cause 

some transformation from perovskite to non-perovskite materials.  

 

 

Figure 4-3 Photocurrent density–voltage curves of the DSSCs coupling with the NF/TiO2/ 

FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 (Precursor K) counter electrodes post-treated at 200 
o
C for 0 to > 24 h. 

 

 

Table 4-6 Photovoltaic parameters of the DSSCs coupling with the NF/TiO2/FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 

(Precursor K) counter electrodes post-treated at 200 
o
C for 0 to > 24 h. 

No. Time (h) η (%) VOC (V) JSC (mA cm
-2

) FF 

AF 0 0.91±0.18 0.38±0.56 8.4±0.2 0.29±0.00 

AE 1 1.84±0.05 0.53±0.91 11.1±1.7 0.32±0.00 

AG 4 2.10±0.02 0.56±0.90 10.8±0.2 0.35±0.00 

AH 8 1.21±0.30 0.38±0.70 10.5±0.5 0.30±0.00 

AI >24 0.83±0.18 0.25±0.46 11.3±0.2 0.29±0.00 
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At this stage, all the NF/TiO2/FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 electrodes were durable under the linear sweep 

voltammetry scanning in a liquid iodide electrolyte system, showing the NF/TiO2/FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 

electrode could survive under electrochemical measurement in air. These results encouraged us to 

further improve the electrochemical activity as well as stability of the NF/TiO2/FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 

electrode in the following sections. 

 

4-3 Surface passivation 

The surface passivation via using various alkyl acids and amines was reported as an efficient 

way to improve the stability of perovskite crystals
[83]

. In Section 4-2, a low-cost quaternary amine, 

tetrabutylammonium iodide (TBA-I, 0.5 M), was added in Precursor K in order to improve the 

solubility of GeI2. Since amines were well-known to provide good coordination to metal ions, the 

present of TBA-I in the above-mentioned FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 thin films was reasonably believed to 

passivate the B-site exposed surfaces. Accordingly, we prepared the FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 thin films via 

using Precursor K with addition of different tetra-n-alkyl-ammonium iodides as the surface 

passivators, including tetraethylammonium iodide (TEA-I, Sample AJ), tetrabutylammonium 

iodide (TBA-I, Sample AG), tetrahexylammonium iodide (THA-I, Sample AK), 

tetraoctylammonium iodide (TOA-I, Sample AL), and tetradodecylammonium iodide (TDA-I, 

Sample AM). Here, Precursor K contained 1.20 M FAI, 0.00 M MAI, 1 M PbI2, 0.09 M GeI2, and 

0.5 M tetra-n-alkyl-ammonium iodide in DMF/DMSO (4/1 in volume) for 100 μL. It was noted that 

TEA-I was barely dissolved by heating the perovskite precursor at 100
 o
C for 30 mins followed by 

the ultrasonic treatment for 1 h. Based on the same preparation method of the perovskite precursors, 

TBA-I and THA-I could be completely dissolved. In the case of the precursors containing TOA-I 

and TDA-I, only heating treatment (100
 o
C for 2 h) was available. TOA-I was partially dissolved, 

while TDA-I was barely dissolved in the perovskite precursors. It was found that the precursors 

containing TEA-I and TDA-I became gel-like precursors during the preparation. Figure 4-4 showed 

the J−V curves of the DSSCs coupling with the NF/TiO2/FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 counter electrodes 

containing different surface passivators; the correlated photovoltaic parameters were listed in Table 

4-7. When increasing the length of alkyl chain of surface passivator, the cell performance reached 

the optimal value of 3.16% by using the counter electrode containing THA-I (Sample AK). Next, 

the thickness of FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 film was adjusted by loading different amounts of the Precursor 

AK (i.e., 250, 275, 300, 325, and 350 μL) on the NF/TiO2 electrode, as shown in Figure 4-5. When 

increasing the loading amount of perovskite precursor from 250 to 300 μL, the cell performance 

was gradually increased to 5.56% (Sample AP), as listed in Table 4-8. Overdose of FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 

precursor would cause unfavorable film cracks and lower the charge transfer performance of the 
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electrodes. 

 

 

Figure 4-4 Photocurrent density–voltage curves of the DSSCs coupling with the NF/TiO2/ 

FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 counter electrodes, prepared by using Precursor K containing different 

tetra-n-alkyl-ammonium iodides (0.5 M), including TEA-I (C2), TBA-I (C4), THA-I (C6), TOA-I 

(C8), and TDA-I (C12).  

 

Table 4-7 Photovoltaic parameters of the DSSCs coupling with the NF/TiO2/FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 

counter electrodes, prepared by using Precursor K containing different tetra-n-alkyl-ammonium 

iodides (0.5 M), including TEA-I (C2), TBA-I (C4), THA-I (C6), TOA-I (C8), and TDA-I (C12). 

No. 
Tetra-n-alkyl- 

ammonium iodides 

η 

(%) 

VOC 

(V) 

JSC 

(mA cm
-2

) 
FF 

AJ TEA-I (C2) 0.96±0.10 0.49±0.33 6.3±0.2 0.31±00 

AG TBA-I (C4) 2.21±0.17 0.58±0.60 11.9±0.4 0.32±01 

AK THA-I (C6) 3.16±0.01 0.69±0.00 12.1±0.2 0.38±00 

AL TOA-I (C8) 1.75±0.28 0.71±0.30 7.0±0.9 0.35±01 

AM TDA-I (C12) 1.03±0.19 0.42±0.29 7.7±0.7 0.32±00 

TEA-I (C2): tetraethylammonium iodide; TBA-I (C4): tetrabutylammonium iodide; THA-I (C6): 

tetrahexylammonium iodide; TOA-I (C8): tetraoctylammonium iodide; TDA-I (C12): 

tetradodecylammonium iodide. 
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Figure 4-5 Photocurrent density–voltage curves of the DSSCs coupling with the NF/TiO2/ 

FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 counter electrodes, prepared by loading different amounts of Precursor AK from 

250 to 350 μL. 

 

Table 4-8 Photovoltaic parameters of the DSSCs coupling with the NF/TiO2/FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 

counter electrodes, prepared by loading different amounts of Precursor AK from 250 to 350 μL. 

No. Precursor AK (μL) η (%) VOC (V) JSC (mA cm
-2

) FF 

AN 250 5.09±0.03 0.69±0.03 13.8±0.2 0.53±0.01 

AO 275 5.43±0.08 0.68±0.04 14.5±0.1 0.55±0.00 

AP 300 5.56±0.08 0.69±0.05 14.8±0.2 0.55±0.01 

AQ 325 5.11±0.08 0.70±0.02 14.7±0.1 0.50±0.01 

AR 350 4.66±0.08 0.67±0.08 13.0±0.2 0.53±0.00 

 

 

4-4 Mix halide of THA-X 

In accordance with the literatures
[84]

, tuning the composition of halides in perovskites was also 

reported to enhance the stability of perovskite crystals. With an intension to apply the 

FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 perovskites synthesized in this work for triggering I
–
/I3

–
 reduction, we would like to 

maintain the main composition of FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 perovskite to avoid crystal collapse owing to the 

severe anion exchange during the measurements. Therefore, the perovskite crystals of 
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FA(Pb1-xGex)Br3, FA(Pb1-xGex)Cl3, and their mixtures would be excluded in this study. On the 

contrary, we introduced three tetrahexylammonium halides (THA-X), including 

tetrahexylammonium chloride (THA-Cl), tetrahexylammonium bromide (THA-Br), and 

tetrahexylammonium iodide (THA-I), as the surface passivators of FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 perovskite to 

investigate the mix halide effect toward the DSSCs’ performance. By adjusting the composition of 

THA-X salts (see Table 2-2 for details), the halide compositions at the surface of FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 

perovskite crystal would be varied from I (Sample AP), Br0.5I0.5 (Sample AS), Br (Sample AT), 

Cl0.5Br0.5 (Sample AU), Cl (Sample AV), Cl0.5I0.5, (Sample AW), and Cl0.2Br0.4I0.4 (Sample AX). 

Figure 4-6 showed the J−V curves of the DSSCs coupling with the NF/TiO2/FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 counter 

electrodes, prepared by using Precursor AP (300 μL) containing different tetrahexylammonium 

halides (0.5 M of THA-X, X= Cl, Br, I, and mixtures); the correlated photovoltaic parameters were 

listed in Table 4-9. At the surface of FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 perovskite crystal, the shrinking in halide 

radius of THA-X from I (Sample AP) to Br0.5I0.5 (Sample AS) caused obvious enhancements in JSC, 

FF, and thereby cell efficiency up of 8.50%. However, further shrinking in halide radius of THA-X 

from Br0.5I0.5 (Sample AS) to Cl (Sample AV) resulted in the decreases in JSC, FF, and efficiencies. 

Besides, the switching from I (Sample AP) to Cl0.5I0.5, (Sample AW) or to Cl0.2Br0.4I0.4 (Sample 

AX) caused the increases in JSC, but the decreases in FF; thus, comparable cell performance were 

obtained by these three samples.  

Compared to the traditional Pt material deposited on the same porous NF substrate (Sample 

AY), the NF/TiO2/FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 electrode containing THA-Br0.5I0.5 (Sample AS) as surface 

passivator rendered its DSSC a better JSC due to large active area (vide infra), but a poorer FF due 

to lower conductivity (vide infra) and inevitable perovskite defects as the electron traps. Compared 

to the cells coupling with bare NF (0.01%, Sample AZ) and NF/TiO2 (0.13%, Sample BA) counter 

electrodes, the cell with Sample AS showed much more superior cell performance, indicating the 

fact that the FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 thin film synthesized in this study exhibited good electro-catalytic 

ability toward I
–
/I3

–
 reduction and good electrochemical durability in liquid electrolyte. In all, the 

cell efficiency of Sample AS reached an optimal value of 8.50%, which was 88% to that of the 

Pt-based DSSC (9.65%). Furthermore, the Precursor AS was treated with or without a filter for the 

removal of possible undissolved reagents. Figure 4-7 showed that the comparable cell performance 

obtained by using the Precursor AS treated with and without a filter; the corresponding 

photovoltaic parameters were listed in Table 4-10. Good reproducibility of Sample AS without 

using a filter was evaluated by using 10 identical cells; the statistical data of the DSSCs coupling 

with Sample AS were listed in Table 4-11. 
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Figure 4-6 Photocurrent density–voltage curves of the DSSCs coupling with the counter 

electrodes of Pt, bare NF, NF/TiO2, and various NF/TiO2/FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 passivated by different 

tetrahexylammonium halides (Precursor AP with 0.5 M of THA-X, X= Cl, Br, I, and mixtures). 

 

 

Table 4-9 Photovoltaic parameters of the DSSCs coupling with the counter electrodes of Pt, 

bare NF, NF/TiO2, and various NF/TiO2/FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 passivated by different 

tetrahexylammonium halides (Precursor AP with 0.5 M of THA-X, X= Cl, Br, I, and mixtures). 

No. THA-X η (%) VOC (V) JSC (mA cm
-2

) FF 

AP I 7.92±0.26 0.80±0.02 18.3±0.5 0.54±0.01 

AS Br0.5I0.5 8.50±0.26 0.79±0.06 19.5±0.4 0.55±0.01 

AT Br 7.83±0.29 0.79±0.04 19.3±0.6 0.53±0.00 

AU Cl0.5Br0.5 7.73±0.28 0.79±0.04 18.5±0.4 0.53±0.01 

AV Cl 6.94±0.16 0.80±0.03 17.9±0.5 0.49±0.01 

AW Cl0.5I0.5 7.96±0.24 0.79±0.03 19.9±0.5 0.51±0.00 

AX Cl0.2Br0.4I0.4 7.89±0.18 0.79±0.07 18.8±0.7 0.53±0.01 

AY Pt 9.65±0.26 0.79±0.06 19.0±0.8 0.64±0.01 

AZ Bare NF 0.01±0.00 0.01±0.01 2.80±0.2 0.24±0.00 

BA NF/TiO2 0.13±0.01 0.49±0.07 1.37±0.3 0.20±0.01 
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Figure 4-7 Photocurrent density–voltage curves of the DSSCs coupling with the counter 

electrode of NF/TiO2/FA(Pb1-xGex)I3/THA-Br0.5I0.5, prepared by using Precursor AS treated with or 

without a filter. 

 

Table 4-10 The reproducibility test for the DSSCs coupling with the counter electrode of 

NF/TiO2/FA(Pb1-xGex)I3/THA-Br0.5I0.5, prepared by using Precursor AS treated without a filter. 

Precursor AS η (%) VOC (V) JSC (mA cm
-2

) FF 

1 8.71 0.79 20.0 0.55 

2 8.38 0.78 20.1 0.53 

3 8.20 0.78 20.0 0.53 

4 8.98 0.77 21.7 0.54 

5 8.62 0.76 21.4 0.53 

6 8.36 0.75 21.1 0.53 

7 8.64 0.77 20.7 0.54 

8 8.29 0.76 20.4 0.54 

9 8.11 0.75 20.5 0.53 

10 8.89 0.78 21.9 0.52 

11 8.52 0.77 21.6 0.51 

12 8.27 0.76 21.2 0.51 

AVERAGE 8.50±0.28 0.77±0.01 20.9±0.7 0.53±0.01 
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Except for J-V measurement at 1 sun irradiation, we also measure the cell performance at room 

light illumination using a common Phillip T5 light at three different irradiances (1, 3, and 6 klux). 

Our optimal NF/TiO2/ FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 perovskite counter electrode (Sample AS) could render the 

DSSCs decent cell efficiencies of 22.15%, 22.87%, and 22.31% at under 1, 3, and 6 klux, 

respectively. These results indicated that the optimal NF/TiO2/ FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 perovskite counter 

electrode (Sample AS) exhibited great possibility for the applications in air and in ambient light. 

More indoor applications and the joint of the Internet of Things (IoTs) for this air stable perovskite 

material would be expected in the near future. 

 

 

Figure 4-8 Photocurrent density–voltage curves of the DSSCs coupling with Sample AS, 

measured at Phillip T5 fluorescent lamp illumination of 1, 3, and 6 klux. 

 

Table 4-11 Photovoltaic parameters of the DSSCs coupling with Sample AS, measured at 

Phillip T5 fluorescent lamp illumination of 1, 3, and 6 klux. 

Incident power (mW cm
-2

) η (%) VOC (V) JSC (mA cm
-2

) FF 

0.32 (1000 lux) 22.15±0.49 0.60±0.02 0.16±0.01 0.74±0.02 

0.97 (3000 lux) 22.87±0.28 0.66±0.03 0.48±0.00 0.70±0.01 

1.94 (6000 lux) 22.31±0.36 0.68±0.02 0.88±0.01 0.73±0.02 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions 

 

In Chapter 3, a steady, reliable, low-cost, and easily conducted fabrication platform for 

dye-sensitized solar cells was estabilished by using the commercial Ti-Nanoxide paste for 

transparent layer and the optimal TiO2 paste for light-scattering layer. The uniform and reliable 

light-scattering TiO2 paste was prepared by adding 6.66 g of Ti-Nanoxide paste, 3.33 g of ST–41, 

and 0.833 g of PEG into a mixing solvent of TBA/DIW with a volume ratio of 9/1. The weight ratio 

of Ti-Nanoxide/ST–41 was kept at 2/1, the total TiO2 solid was controlled at 50 wt%, and the PEG 

was added to reach 25 wt% with respect to the weight of ST–41. Without synthesizing TiO2 

nanoparticles and microparticles via using high temperature and pressure equipments, decent cell 

performance could be obtained up to 8.47% with good reproducibility. The corresponding DSSCs 

were suitable used for investigating the electro-catalytic properties of the perovskite electrode.  

In Chapter 4, air-stable and electrochemical durable perovskite electrode of 

NF/TiO2/FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 were successfully obtained by using 100% of formamidinium (FA) as the 

A-site molecule, doping 10% of germanium(II) iodide (GeI2) as the B-stie stabilizer, and adding 

tetrahexylammonium halides (THA-X, X= Cl, Br, I, and mixtures) as the surface passivators. With 

an intension to investigate the electro-catalytic ability of the perovskite electrode toward I3
–
 

reduction, the charge transfer route between the FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 perovskite film and the conducting 

substrate of nickel foam was carefully established by using the TiO2 intermediate layer. These 

FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 perovskite films passivate by different THX-A exhibted good crystalline of α–

FAPbI3, and maintained good thermodynamic stability without any crystal decomposition or decay 

in air at least for 4 months. When varying length of alkyl substitutes in tetra-alkylammonium 

cations of the surface passivator from ethyl (C2) to docyl (C12), the tetra-n-hexylammonium (THA) 

iodide was found to provide the optimal cell performance. When switching the halide anions of the 

surface passivator from iodide (I) to bromide (Br), the formation of minor FAPbBr3 at the surface of 

FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 rendered extra defects as the electro-active sites for triggering I
–
/I3

–
 redox reaction. 

When switching the halide anions of the surface passivator from iodide (I) to chloride (Cl), the 

self-aggregation of THA-Cl not only provided inefficient surface passivation toward FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 

crystal, but also blockaded the electro-active sites on the FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 films. With proper 

composition of halides (THA-Br0.5I0.5) passivated on the surface of NF/TiO2/FA(Pb1-xGex)I3 

electrode, good electrochemical durability and electro-catalytic ability of NF/TiO2/FA(Pb1-xGex)I3/ 

THA-Br0.5I0.5 electrode were obtained by Tafel and EIS analyses in multiple redox mediators (I
–
/I3

–
, 
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Co
II/III

-phen, and Cu
I/II

-dmp). The DSSC with the optimal NF/TiO2/FA(Pb1-xGex)I3/THA-Br0.5I0.5 

counter electrode reached 8.50% in I
–
/I3

–
 at 1 sun with good reproducibility; this cell effiency was 

88% to that of the Pt-based DSSC (9.65%). Under a room light illumination (Philips T5 lamp), the 

DSSC with the optimal NF/TiO2/FA(Pb1-xGex)I3/ THA-Br0.5I0.5 counter electrode reached decent 

cell effciencies of 22.2%, 22.9%, and 22.3% at 1, 3, and 6 klux, respectively, showing a great 

potential to join in the Internet of Things (IoTs). 
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